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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this study was to explore the program
evaluation methods employed at an autonomous distance
education institution, focusing in particular on the
derivation and application of standards within the
evaluation process.

This study also attempted to examine

the relationship between the data gathered and theory and
models in the evaluation literature.

The study was

initiated to provide baseline data on the application and
derivation of standards as this subject is not addressed
extensively in the literature.
Using an interpretive case study approach this study
was implemented in the summer of 1995, and employed semistructured to unstructured interviews, questionnaires and
document analysis to elicit information.

All interviews

permitted open responses, and were tape-recorded with the
permission of respondents.
The data were initially analyz;ed using Kripendorff"s
(1980) semantic content analysis resulting in a narrative
report.

This was followed by the development of categories

and themes as suggested by Merriam. (1988) in order to

iiI

interpret and theorize about the data with reference to the
literature.
Results of the study indicated that no one approach to
the setting and use of standards and criteria is employed.
Input from stakeholders, the development of performance
indicators by departments, university policy, use of
baseline data and comparative data from the literature and
other institutions all contribute to the derivation of
standards.
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CHAPTER ONE

Nature of the Study

Introduction
The purpose of this study was to explore the program
evaluation methodology employed at an autonomous distance
education institution, focusing in particular on the
derivation and application of standards within the
evaluation process.

The data gathered was examined to

determine their relationship to theory and models in the
evaluation literature.

Backqround Information
This study explored program evaluation methodology at a
distance education institution.

This institution is an

autonomous distance education institution, as defined by
Keegan (1986), offering courses exclusively through distance
It is modeled on the Open University of Great
BrHain and employs a team. approach to course development
and evaluation.

Although it was originally a conventional

university it was rechartered as an autonomous distance
education institution in 1975. It enrolls approximately
10,000 students annually, which is the minimum enrollment

deemed necessary economically for a university using a team
approach for course development. The institution has also
been the site of a large amount of research on the
presentation components within distance education (Shale,
1984).

The research component of the university has focused

on areas such as learner tracking (Coldeway, 1980),
behavioral self-control packages (Powell and Coldeway,
1980), seminars as an instructional strategy (Peruniak,
1980), computer generated schedules

(Spencer, 1980), peer

tutoring (Coldeway, 1980), pacing conditions {Crawford,
198U, and learner motivation (Coldeway, 1980).

The efforts

to further knowledge of how to maximize student learning and
the overall effectiveness of distance education, combined
with the institution's success in remaining a viable
university since 1975, made it a suitable choice as the
subject of this study.

For ethical reasons the name of this

institution has not been disclosed.

Significance of the StUdy
Considerable efforts have been made to evaluate
distance education (Holmberg, 1986).

However, the standards

employed for making judgments in the evaluation process are
often unspecified (Keegan and Rumble, 1982; McAnany, 1982;
Birgitta, 1984; Keegan, 1986).

The importance of standards

for making judgments has been acknowledged by authors such
as Stak.e 119751. Wedemeyer 119811. Guba and Lincoln (198l).
and Thorpe (19881.

However, a lack. of link.age between

evaluation theory and practice in general has also been
acknowledged (Lewey. 1983; Lipsey and Pollard, 1989).
This study is significant both practically and
theoretically.

Practically, it provides baseline

information on the derivation and application of standards
within the evaluation process at an autonomous distance
education institution.

Theoretically it expands our

knowledge of evaluation by examining whether there is a link
between the evaluation literature and actual practice in
evaluation at a distance education institution.

Limitations of the Study
This study was limited by the following:
a}

it examined only one institution I s approach to
deriVing evaluation standards;

bl

it examined the evaluation of distance education
efforts of an autonomous institution only;

c}

it focused only on higher education courses and

programs offered at the college or university
level.

Definition of TerlDs
For the purposes of this study the following terms and
definitions apply.

Dist.ance Education Courses and Programs
In accordance with Verduin and Clark (19911 distance
education courses and programs are those in which the
teacher and the learner are separated for the majority of
the instructional process, and educational technology is
used to unite them, to provide two-way communication bet.ween
the institution and learner and to carry course content.

conventional Distance Education Institutions
Those institutions that provide both on-campus and
distance education courses and programs (Rumble and Harry,
1982; Keegan, 1986).

Autonomous Distance Education Institutions
Those institutions that provide courses exclusively
through distance means (Rumble and Karry, 1982; Keegan,
1986).

~
The process of "examining and judqinq the value,

quality, or significance of something" (De Machado
and Machado, 1991, p.146).

Standards
"A degree of quality or level of achievement regarded
as desirable or necessary for some purpose" (Concise Oxford
Dictionary, 1988).

Evaluation Standards
"!ncludes indicators of success or merit" which
describe the ideal state of a course or program (Scriven,
1991, p.llll.

Evaluation Criteria
Specific measures which indicate whether a given
standard has been achieved.

Organization of the Study
The study is organized as follows:
1.

Chapter One presents the introduction to the

2.

Chapter Two presents a review of the literature on

study, including its significance and limitations.

distance education, program evaluation, and
quality management models and the role of

standards in these evaluative approaches.
3.

Chapter Three presents the methodology employed in
the study, specifying the data collection process
and analysis of results.

4.

Chapter four presents a narrative report of the
results of the study followed by an analysis of
the data collected.

5.

Chapter five presents the conclusions and
recommendations derived from the study.

CHAPTER TWO
Review of the Literature

Distance Learning in Higher Education
Learning at a distance evolved from the correspondence
movement in Europe and the United States to the concept of
distance education as we know it today.

The earliest

endeavors date back to the establishment of Isaac Pitman's
correspondence school in Bath, England in 1840.

This

correspondence school for shorthand was the first to grade
assigned work and employ the postal system as a means of
communication between instructor and student (Verduin and
Clark, 1991).
Since then, distance education has grown immensely both
in terms of the magnitude of students learning at a distance
and the number of universities offering distance education
In 1988 it was estimated by the International
Council for Distance Education that ten million people
worldwide were taking university distance education courses
(Kaye, 1988).

In 1984, Perry surveyed fifty-two countries

regarding distance education offerings for college credit,
and found one hundred and forty-two associate or bachelor
degrees and sixty-one post-graduate degree programs (Verduin

and Clark, 1991).
Emerging technologies are continuing to make distance
education a viable alternative to on-campus courses.

In

1991, Smitll, in his report of the Commission on Canadian
University Education, referred to the expertise of Canadian
universities in distance education (Kirby, 1993).

Miller

and Clark (1994) state: "there is no doubt that technologybased distance learning in higher education and in business
expands America' s capacity to provide educational
opportunities for all citizens and to better prepare a
workforce for the twenty-first century"

(p. 196).

This is

an echo of Kirby (1993) who describes the potential that
distance education holds in meeting the university's needs
for student access in tight budgetary times.

Distance

learning in higher education has been firmly established as
an alternative for students pursuing post-secondary diplomas
and degrees.
Keegan (1986) put forth five criteria to define the
concept of distance learning which include:

1.

The quasi-permanent separation of teacher and
learner throughout the length of the learning
process: this distinguishes it from face-to-face
instruction.

2.

The influence of a. formal educational organization
in planning and preparation of learning materials
and in the provision of student support services:
this distinguishes it from private study and
teach-onesel f programs.

3.

The use of technological media - print, audio,
video, and/or computer to unite teacher and
learner and to carry the content.

4.

The provision of two-way communication so that the
learner may benefit from or even initiate
dialogue: this distinguishes it from other uses of
technology in education.

5.

The semi-permanent separation of the learning
group throughout the length of the learning
process so that people are often taught as
individuals and not in groups, with the
possibility of occasional live or electronic
meetings for both didactic and socialization
purposes (p.37) .

Within the general definition of distance education
several classifications of this type of education exist.
The differentiation between autonomous distance education
institutions and hybrid institutions has been advocated by

[0

Rumble and Harry (1982) and Keegan (1986).
their definition,

According to

autonomous distance education institutions

are schools or open universities that teach exclusively
through distance education means. and hybrid institutions

are

conventional schools or universities that offer

distance education courses through independent divisions
(that is, offering both on-campus and distance courses).

Autonomous Distance E:ducation Institutions
In addition to distance education courses offered by
conventional institutions, many universities have been

established which specialize in and offer courses only by
distance means.

Moore (19911 lists some of the national

autonomous universities that have been established
worldwide.

Included are:

AL Quds Open University, Jordan
Allama Iqbal Open University, Pakistan
E:veryman's Universi ty,

Israel

FernUniversitat, West Germany
Kyongi Open University, Korea
National Open University, Taiwan
Open Universiteit, the Netherlands
Sri Lanka,

Institute of Distance Education

"

University of the Air. Japan

Universidad Nacional Abrierta, Venezuela

Universidade Aberta, E'ortugal
Universitas Terbuka. Indonesia

Furthermore, l1yin (l9B3} reports that there are
fourteen distance education universities in what was then
known as the U.S.S.R ..

The origin of autonomous distance education
institutions is traced back to the establishment of the Open
University in Britain (Kaye and Rumble,

1981).

According to

Perry (19901 the development of the British Open University

arose from three post-war conditions.

These included the

recoqnition ot a requirement for providing education to
adul ts, equal access to education, and the expansion of
televised education.

only one decade after its

establishment the Open University had enrolled over 60,000
students annually and by 1984 nearly 10,000 students had
earned undergraduate degrees from that institution
(Rwnble, 1986) .
Following the establishment of the British Open
University a nwnber of institutions emerged in Canada such
as the Tele-Universite of Quebec, Athabasca University and
the Qpen Learning- Institute of British Columbia.

The
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British Open University, as a well established autonomous

institution, served as a model for distance education around
the world.

A key element of the British Open University and

other institutions that operate on similar lines, such as
Athabasca university, is the course team approacb employed
for developing courses (Knapper and Cropley, 1985).

Athabasca university offers courses in three faculties which
include Arts, Science and Administration.

Students who are

enrolled in courses are assigned a telephone tutor and have
access to library services.

Students generally have six

months to complete a three credit course and can work at
their own rate unless seminars or similar support are
integral to the program.

Evaluation Models and ApproaChes
House (1980) provides an insiqhtful taxonomy of the
major evaluation fra.meworks which consist of eight
approaches.

The earliest approach to evaluation described

by House is termed the "Behavioral Objectives (or qoalbased) Approach.

As the title implies, it is the objectives

or qoals that are stated for the proqram that serve as the
sole source of standards and criteria for the evaluation of
a program.

This approach was initially advocated by Tyler

(19501 and further developed by Mager (1962), Bloom (1956,
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1911} and Popham (l97S).

The Objectives Approach was the

predominant, and in fact the only, program evaluation method
for approximately three decades.
Lincoln (1982)

According to Guba and

it was the advent of Sputnik: in 1957 and the

criticism af school practices that initiated challenges to

this evaluation approach, resulting in a variety of new

approaches.

The Systems Analysis Approach focuses on measuring the
outputs of education quantitatively and "tries to relate

differences in programs or policies to variations in the
indicators" (Kouse, 1980. p. 221.

The major underpinnings

of this approach include the use of test scores and
experiI:Lental desiqn in an attempt to be as objective as
possible when evaluatinq social or government programs.

A

thorough systematic evaluation, according to House (19801
will assess "program planning, program monitoring, impact
assessment and economic efficiency" (p. 26).

The systems

analysis approach is employed heavily in government.

The Decision Making Approach to evaluation focuses on
providing all the information required, in a given
situation, to allow decision makers to choose one of a
variety of options that could be pursued.

Stufflebeam
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(1973) advocated this approach and states "evaluation is the
process of delineating, obtaining and providing useful
information for jUdging decision alternatives"

(p. 1291.

Guttentag (1973) provided a quantitative variation of this

model while others have taken a more personal approach to

determining Ioo'ho the decision makers are. and what
information they require to make decisions on a particular
issue.

House (1980) concludes that this approach attempts

to increase the utility of evaluation information.

However,

who the decision makers are and how the decisions are made
varies from context to context.
The Goal E'ree Approach responded to goal-based

evaluation and rests heavily on Scriven's (1973) notion of
unintended effects.

That is, the evaluator should assess

all effects of a program rather than just the program
intents, or objectives.

House (1980) suggests that the

basic underpinnings of this approach include reducing bias
by being unaware of program goals and staff desires, and
focusing instead on needs assessment to determine consumer
requirements from which the program can be evaluated.

A major proponent of the Art Criticism Approach was
Eisner (l979} who states that "connoisseurship is the art of
appreciation, whereas criticism is the art of disclosure"
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(p. 1931.

According to Eisner (1979).

in this approach to

evaluation ·criticism is the art of disclosing the qualities

of events or objects that connoisseurship perceives" (p.
197 J.

To employ this approach, Eisner addresses the need

for expertise so that one will be able to illuminate and
expand the subject under study.

House (1980) suggests that

to expand perception is the goal. From a critic's writing
the reader will lenow the successes and/or Shortcomings of a
program.

However, more importantly they will have an

expanded perception of the program, which is the ultimate
goal.

The Professional Review {Accreditation} Approach is
described by House (19801 as an evaluation framework in

which schools trom elementary to the professional (law,
medicine) are evaluated or reviewed by their peers.

In many

instances this type of review is conducted for
accreditation.
As an example of the Professional Review, House (1980)
describes the National Study of School Evaluation (1918).
This study publishes both service-specific and curriculumspecific criteria for evaluatinq proqrams.

Each criterion

is then evaluated on a point scale from "missinq" to
"excellent" (p.1951.

Initially, the school staff evaluates
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their school using these criteria.

Then the accreditation

body validates the results by conducting their own

evaluation using the same criteria.

Any differences are

noted, recommendations are made. and accreditation may be
awarded.
Accreditation can also be conducted for individual
departments within an institution.

An example of this

approach is the Council On Proqram Evaluation (COPE) at. the
University of Illinois (House, 19801.

In this type of

scenario departmental staff may be interviewed or Asked to
respond to a questionnaire on specific issues.

Based on the

data collected the evaluation committee or council responds
with recofllJllendations for improvement.
House (19801 suggests that although the evaluation or
review processes may not be identical in all cases, most
schools are conducting them.

He points out that a major

difference in professional schools is that the criteria for
evaluation are based on the judqment of the professional
personnel who sit on the committee.

Most often committee

members consist of peers within the same profession.

The Quasi-Legal (Adversary) Approach can be compared to
the use of commissions or panels of investigation who hear
evidence about an issue and draw conclusions from it.

The
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commissions simulate the legal process although they are not
held in a court of law.

According to House (1980),

this

type of legal adversary process has been employed lilce a
hearing to evaluate programs.

He cites two mock trials that

were held in Hawaii and Indiana University, where opposing

teams presented arguments to either judges or a jury, to
evaluate what course of action should be taken.
Wolf (1975) advocates the use of rules and procedures
in this approach and suqgests "the judicial approach

provides for the structured considerat.ion of alternative

arguments and inferences to keep the evaluation both
intellectually honest and fair"

(p.l8S).

House (1980) also

concludes that several types of legal processes can be
applied to evaluation, however he also suggests:

the legi timacy of the approach depends on whether one
accepts the particular procedures employed, the
hearing officer, and the deciding- panel or jury.
the

In

common law itself, court action is usually decided

by judges alone Ip.39l.

The final evaluation approach described by House (1980)
is the Case Study (or Transaction) Approach.

The purpose of

this approach is to develop a better understanding- of a

'8
program

~hrouqh

primarily qualitative :-esearch methods such

as interviews and observation.
Stake (l975) advocates I::he Case Study approach.

In his

Responsive Hodel he states:

To do a responsive evaluation, the evaluator conceives
of a plan of observations and negotiations ... He finds
out what is of value to his audiences, and gathers

expressions of worth from various individuals whose
points of view differ. Of course, he checks the

quality of his records; he gets program. personnel to
react to the accuracy of his portrayals, and audience
members to react to the relevance of his findings
(p.141.

House (l9801 describes three other similar approaches

within this framework.

This includes democratic evaluation

which is described by MacDonald 119741 as "an information
service to the community about the characteristics of an
educational program . . " in which "the main activity is the
collection of definitions of, and reactions to, the program"
(p.226-227).

Similarly, Parlett and Hamilton (1977)

advocate "illuminative" evaluation and suqqest it "aims to
discover and document what it is like to be participatinq in
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the scheme, whether as a teacher or pupil; and. in addition,

to discern and discuss the innov'3tion' s most significant
features, returning concomitants and critical processes"
(p.191.

Guba's {19781 naturalistic evaluation is also

identified by House 11980J as beinq encompassed within this

framework.
House (1980) suggests that, overall, the case study

eases the evaluator's burden by "attempting to represent all
significant value positions within the case study, drawing
its criteria and standards from those positions and letting
the reader of the study weigh and balance these elements
with his/her own mind" (p. 42) .

Total Quality Management
The quest to evaluate or measure the success of
institutions is also addressed in a variety of initiatives
focusing on quality.

Total quality management (TCH) is one

approach. which focuses on continuous improvement within an
organization to meet customer requirements.

Quality

improvement within this model is defined by Harris and
Baggett (1992) as "continuous improvement of processes in a
cycle of plan, do/check (assessl, act (on the assessment and
then continue tol. plan-do-check-act" (p.23).

The ideology

behind TQM is the notion of examining the quality of each
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aspect of an activity and working constantly to refine it
even if the improvement that occurs is in small, gradual

increments.
TQM has made siqnificant inroads into institutions of

higher education in recent years.

Van Vught and

Hesterheijden (l994) suggest the increased attention to this

concept is due to expanding enrollments, financial
constraints and the integration of technology in society.
The application of TQM to higher education is advocated by
Sevick, 1993; Schmoker and Wilson, 1993; Cross, 1993;

Sutcliffe and Pollock.

1992 among others. who contend that

institutions can consider their service as a product, employ
customers I criteria to judge quality, and strive to improve
existing standards.

The application of T(1! to higher

education has been explored in depth by several authors.
The analysis provided by capezio and Morehouse (1993)
prOVides insight into the components that form the basis of
this management model.
Capezio and Morehouse (1993) contend that measurements
integral to determining how well a company is meeting
customer requirements.

To accomplish this task. several

types of measurements are discussed.

Determining baseline

measurements is cited by Capezio and Morehouse (1993) as
particularly critical as they "respond precisely to customer
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requirements and set standards of excellence throughout the

organization ..... (p.1861.

Baseline measurements can be

taken for a variety of areas such as the quality of
products, and processes, and the amount ot output and time
involved, depending- on the organization.
Baselines provide a vision of excellence enabling goals

for improvement to be made.

Goals for improvement are

developed in relation to baselines, by bringing together and

examining customer requirements and organizational goals.
Benchmarking is a second type of measurement, which
involves examining the practices and standards of another
department or company, and determining how they compare to
one's own.

For example, ....hat are their baselines or target.s

for improvement..
To determine customer requirement.s Capezio and
Morehouse (1993) suqqest two techniques.

They contend the

quality dimension process "enqaqes people familiar with the
needs of the customer and the product" to develop
definitions and examples of dimensions of quality (p.!52J.
These should be specific statements includinq adjectives,
behaviors and the like that reflect customer requirements.
The second, the critical incidents approach, entails
asking custOll:ers about an either qood or bad experience.
This information is qenerated thrcuqh customer interviews
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and provides specific customer requirements, categorized
into similar groupings.

The use of questionnaires are

advocated to find out how the orqanization or its specific
aspects is meeting customer needs.

The most conunon equation cited by Capezio and Morehouse
(1993) to measure deficiency is "quality is equal to the
frequency of deticiencies in a particular activity divided
by the opportunity for de!iciencies" (p.189).

One derives a

percentage of deficiency in relation to customer
requirements, from which an incremental target for
improvement can be set from the baseline standard, in the

continuous improvement process.

While Capezio and Morehouse

do not employ the terms standards or criteria in their
description, the relationsh.ip between settinq some tarqet
for improvement and th.e use of evaluation is clearly
established.

Accordinq to Capezio and Morehouse (199Jj

evaluation is in fact onqoinq in the rQM process.

They

state Revaluation is considered durinq the planninq and
desiqn staqes of each improvement strateqy when criteria for
success are established in the objectives.

f"rom the

beqinninq, people know how they will evaluate the new
initiative"

Cp.261).
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Other Quality Initiatives in Higher Education

Performance indicators, according to Adams 119911

the management ratios which allow for measurement to be
pursued.

The focus on measurement and audiences in

evaluation is inherent to the approach of employing
indicators in higher education that she describes.

Adams

(1991) identifies the group examining performance in hig-her
education as either providers or clients.

The providers are

defined as those "who supply funding, direction and

expertise t.o the system ..... and include funding agencies
(national and local). "college governors and managers" and
the instructional body (p.Sl.

Clients are all customers of

the system, directly or indirectly, such as parents,
students, employers, and so forth.

Altogether, these groups

are the stakeholders and it is the indicators that they deem
valuable that are employed in an evaluation.

Indicators can

be focused on a particular context or can be applied to more
than one context

Employing indicators such as student-staff

ratio, which can be applied in more than one context, is
advocated in order to maximize effectiveness.
Adams (1991) provides examples of indicators for
different stakeholder groups.

She sUggests that provider-

efficiency indicators include administrative (noninstructional) costs per student, use of facilities, course
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completion ratios, actual and ideal enrollment ratios,
student-staff ratios, and comparison of current students to
those already qualified.

Consumers may consider other

indicators as pertinent such as student access to teachers
and the length of a course.
Effectiveness indicators of providers are described by
Adams (19911 as inclUding the satisfaction of the customer

and the "entry-exit level of competence of the student"
(p.14J.

For consumer groups the focus shifts to meeting the

needs of, or satisfying students.
Adams (19911 outlines a model for managerial evaluation
which consists of thirteen procedures.

The procedures

include: identifying stakeholders for the evaluation;

determine their concerns; write the concerns into
objectives; define the focus and limitations of the
evaluation based on these objectives, issues and concerns;
select appropriate indicators from lists of possible
indicators; relate indicators specifically to objectives,
issues and concerns; determine data sources; define data
collection methods and time line; define methodolo9Y tor the
data analysis; determine outputs resulting from the
evaluation; identify how the outputs will be presented and
to what parties; and, "review the cycle of managerial
evaluation and incorporate outputs into planning processes
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for the next development. phase"

(p.ll).

These 13 steps are

practically identical to the procedures outlined in Stake's
(975) responsive model.

Although the term performance indicators is employed in
the evaluation of higher education described by Adams
(1991), the similarity to responsive evaluation and to TQM
is evident, given the notion of deriving standards and

criteria based on the concerns or requirements of
stakeholder groups.

Evaluation Approaches in Distance Education
GooIer (1979) offers several criteria which are deemed
especially important when evaluating distance education.

These include: promotion of equal opportunity to prospective

students; accessibility trom varying locales; meeting needs
of the population: quality ot courses compared to the
traditional; successful course completion; contribution to
our Icnowledge ot learning'; impact of distance education on
students. society and institutions: and cost-effectiveness.
Paul (1990) contends that in order to measure student
success in an open learning environment. institutions must
"develop clear criteria of success and tangible indicators
with which to measure them ... " (p.??).
indicators deemed useful for distance

He addresses several
education evaluation
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including:

completion rates
graduation rates
persistence rates ltaking another course)
d.

"cost efficiency and effectiveness: the cost per
course, per completion, and per graduate.
skill development: the degree to which students
develop their independent learning skills so that
they can increasingly take responsibility for

their own learning.
f.

post-graduation performance: in subsequent
education and employment" (p. 181.

The need for measurement in distance education
evaluation is also addressed in other IflOdels.

Keegan and

Rumble (1982) recommend a four part. evaluation plan to

determine the overall effectiveness of a distance education
institution.

In order to evaluate performance,

they contend

that the following must be established: the quantity,
status, relative cost and quality of the learning attained.
Keegan and Rumble (1982) discuss the use of standards
derived from the university'S aims and goals for criterionreferenced evaluations. They employ a norm-based approach to
conducting appraisals of several institutions.
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Within GooIer's

(1979) criteria. Verduin and Clark

119911 suggest that "sub-goals or activities that are more

precise and measurable, that will give direction to program
development" should be specified (p.189).

They contend that

these sub-goals are the "value expressions to which the
evaluation process is applied" (p.lB9l.

For example, in

terms of access, an example cited as a sub-goal is to have
resources available to students at all times.

In evaluation

terminology, access would be the standard, and resources

available to students at all times would be one criterion
measure of that standard.
Rumble (1986) otfers an approach to evaluating course
and program effectiveness based in part on Birch and
Latcham's (1985) model.

This model is described by Rumble

as requiring that "critical outcomes are identified,
satisfactory levels of performance are set, and data
definitions and rules are applied. Effectiveness is based on
space available, student enrollment, course completion,
student passes, and graduate jobs. Efficiency is determined
by examining the money expended per student or graduate.
This model does address the issue of standards and criteria
for evaluation, in setting satisfactory levels of
performance through ratios (criteria) for each critical
outcome (standard).
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Distance Education Evaluation Applications
Markwood and Johnstone (19921 suggest that distance

education programs evolve in three areas to function
effectively within an organization.

These include

"technological reliability" in terms of accessibility,
"institutional support" for students, faculty and

administrative personnel, and "organizational design and
development" focusing on the integration of distance

education into the establishment.

Wagner (1993) conducted

focus groups on distance education and found that

"anticipating and supporting the needs of the users of
technologies, programs and services emerge as being critical
to the success of distance educational enterprises" (p.2S).
Harrison, Seeman, Behm, Molase and Williams (1991) lend
further support to the importance of these factors in
distance education. They identify "instruction, management,
telecommuting and support" as critical to the effectiveness
of distance education (p. 65) .
The factors described as critical for success above are
closely aligned with standards and related criteria that are
employed for the evaluation of distance education programs.
Perry (1977) describes evaluation at the British Open
University (BOU) as employing weekly student questionnaires
on aspects of teaching materials such as: "time on each
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unit; course material that was interesting and essential",
and non-essential material (p.261l.

In addition information

on the availability of equipment and hours when students

could make use of it, and feedback to tutors from students
is also collected on a continuing basis.
Hotchkis and Driedger (1990) state that at Athabasca

University educational success is "measured by the number of
students who complete a course; the number of students who
successfully graduate; and the number of students who take

subsequent courses"

(p.41).

They also suggest that

examining students' lives on a day-to-day basis in
considerable qualitative depth provides insight into student
di fficul ties.
The focus on feedback from students and

enrollment/graduation type data collection is evident in the
examination of evaluation practice in autonomous distance
education.

A myriad of standards and criteria are employed

with a great deal of similarity from one institution to the
next.

Bartels (1991) describes evaluation by the Center for

the Development of Distance Education at the fernuniversitat
as focusing on the evaluation of courses to improve course
materials, and the evaluation of the system (i.e.
motivation, drop-out, access to computers, learning
conditions, gender, and exam participation) .
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Bartels (1991) states that when evaluating new and

revised materials course critiques are standard procedure,
and are employed as a basis for further evaluation.

The

course critiques are specific and focus on the quality of

course units in terms of text comprehension. use of learning
aids, presentation of content, assignments and learning
objectives.

A course evaluation coordinator collects all

information from course critiques and summarizes it for
authors.

Group interview guides have also been developed as a

tool for evaluation.

Bartels (1991) describes them as

addressing the presentation and content of material;
assignments and tests; "use of learning aids and literature;
time needed to complete work; and organizational problems"
(p.62) .

Overall, Bartels (1991) suggests that there is more of
a focus on system rather than course evaluation.

System

evaluation examines drop outs, student motivation,
graduates' experience in and out of school, and exam
participation as well as successful students who transfer or
just drop out.
Ganor (1991) describes ongoing evaluation at the Open
University of Israel as including the examination of
students in relation to progression and background
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characteristics; computer and teacher graded course work;
and final exams in relation to course work.

In addition

survey research is employed periodically on course
materials, method of instruction, student population in

relation to persistence and success, statf in celation to
training and roles.
Ganor (1991) describes the evaluation of courses as
focusing specifically on the validity of assignroents and
tinal exams; study material including:

suitability for self study, degree of difficulty,

interest, clarity of texts, graphic presentation.
audio-visual aids and updating of material; and.

tutorinq to include the content and structure of
tutorial meetinqs, teaching strategy, student
attendance, individual tutoring, marking assignments,
and experiments with new ways of tutoring (p.S7).

The evaluation of proqrams at Indira Gandhi National
Open University is described by Koul (1991) as focusing on
the planning of a course, the quality of course materials
and student services.

The planninq of a course is evaluated

in tet'1lls of: "need for it; utility of the course; adequacy
of content and media; and economic viability" (p.941.

Koul
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provides examples of criteria employed for economic
viability such as ltlOney spent on meetings, course author
orientation, support services, equipment. materials, and the
cost of learning for students.
Koul {19911 describes criteria employed for evaluating

course materials as including whether content is adequate;
aimed at the level of the student; self-instructional;
employed with appropriate media; relevant; accessible;
helping the learner to pass; and useful in relation to what

other universities are using.
According to Koul (1991), the evaluation of student

services is examined through four categories or criteria.
The first is tutor evaluation which addresses: communication
between tutors and students; comments written on course
work; the reliability and validity of qrading; and turnaround time for course work.

The second component examines

in-person sessions for timeliness, rapport, counselor
motivation and students' response.

Support services are

examined in terms of the quantity and quality of services
prOVided.

The final component addresses the evaluation of

the reliability and validity of course work in relation to
final exams.
Koul (1991) addresses a second tier of evaluation at
the Indira Gandhi National Open University.

This consists

Jl
of the evaluation of select.ed pilot courses, special

evaluation due to a problem or new design/method, and
routine evaluation of a course in its first year, and of
assignments and final exams.
De Machado and Machado (1991) state that evaluation at
the National Open University of Venezuela is carried out by
members of the administration and academic faculty.

They

function to derive standards through discussion and work

together professionally as a committee.
committees.

There are two

One conducts the evaluation of administration

and the other of instruction.
The evaluation of instruction is described by De

Machado and Machado as consisting of the validation of
materials before using them; the evaluation of the teaching
learning process; and evaluation of students, including
course evaluation and self-evaluation.

The evaluation of

administration examines services, personnel, and
budqets!cost.
Woodley {19911 defines proqram evaluation at the
British Open university (BOUI as focusing on "how well a
particular educational programme, curriculum, or teaching
method worKS, how it might be improved, and how it compares
with alternatives" (p.ZOS).

woodley (19911 describes

evaluation activities carried out in formative and swnmative
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evaluation.

Formative evaluation consists of: critical

cOlllJl\enting,

referring to peer review draft materials and

critical commenting on materials by teacners and writers;
developmental testing, referring to student testing

materials; doing assiqrunents and tests; attending seminars.
and commenting on materials on questionnaires and in
interviews.
Sw:nmative evaluation consists of primarily student and
tutor feedback.

Woodley (1991) describes feedback from

tutors as focusing on student problems and materials, and
feedback from students which can occur both during and after

the course.

Student feedback consists of information on

what content they have used, how they rate instruction, the
presentation of material or course components. and problems
they have had with concepts or ideas in the content.
Woodley (19911 also expounds on various other types of
evaluation conducted at the BOU.

This consists of cross-

sectional evaluation of components such as access or the use
of resources. developlrIental evaluation of what students
learn and overall system evaluation.
The review of autonomous distance education evaluation
practice indicates that there is generally some form of ongoinq and/or formative evaluation of course materials as
well as summative evaluations.

It is important to note that

3S
althouqh criteria for standards have been identified, they

are not stated in a measurable form.

Overall. the

evaluation procedures are still heavily focused on student
feedback.

Furthermore, with the exception of the National

Open University of Venezuela, there is no indication of how
the standards and criteria for evaluation are derived.

Problems in Distance Education Evaluation
Despite the success of the British Qpen University and
the proliferation of distance education programs worldwide,

most autonomous distance education institutions are still
judged to be inferior to conventional institutions by

conventional institution faculty and administration
(Holmberq. 1989).

Thorpe (1988) notes that there are a

paucity of examples of evaluation of distance education
outside of those conducted at autonomous distance education
universities.

She suqqests that there is little evaluation

done in conventional universities.

A need to establish the

value of distance education exists due to the relatively new
approaches to education employed at these autonomous
institutions.

Thorpe (1988) arques that evaluation of open

learning is needed to determine proqram/course
effectiveness, to improve the quality of learning and to
present to external bodies when necessary.

This is
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consistent with the concerns of t.he University of Alaska
(1990), where the administration suggests that evaluation is

critical to ensuring program effectiveness due to the
diversity of students, relatively low level of interaction,

and variety of locations from which students learn in
distance education.
While there is evidence that considerable efforts to

evaluate distance education have been made (Keegan. 1986;
Thorpe. 1988; Miller and Clouse, 19941. there are
difficulties inherent 1n the evaluation of distance learning

(Evans. 1995).

On a basic level, as students are

unavailable, evaluation cannot talee place on a day to day
basis. In addition, studies suggest that student and expert
opinions and attitudes appear to be a large part of distance
education evaluation.
McAnany (1982) advocates that evaluation focus more on
factors external to the distance education program that
affect student success.

This ascribes to Scriven's (19721

notion of evaluating unintended effects.
development of the

Since his

goal-free model, many evaluation

approaches have emphasized the need to look beyond program
goals.

McAnany (19821 concludes that outside of extensive

evaluation at the British Open university, little data
exists beyond enrollment and budget data, in most open
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universities.

The focus on stucent feedback and limited

outcomes can result in a neglect of many elements that
should be part of a comprehensive evaluation.

The need for

a comprehensive approach to evaluation is addressed by many
authors including Patton (1982) and Lincoln and Guba (l98S1_

While course completion versus attrition rates have
also been included in many evaluation studies. Coldeway and
Spencer (1980) identify two major difficulties in carrying

out this process.

They are: defining which students are

enrolled, and ascertaining when to tabulate student
completion once the course has begun.

Lack of precise

measurement on these factors also results in problems with
comparative stUdies of distance educaeion institutions.
Similarly, Guba and Lincoln (1982) have suggested that
comparative studies such as those based on learner outcomes
have outlived their usefulness.
Paul (1993) addresses difficulties in defining what is
success in distance education.

For course completion rates,

one problem lies in the fact that students may obtain what
they want from a course without completing it.

In addition,

attempts to derive a standard as such from similar
institutions can prove hazardous depending on ho.... course
completion rates are calculated.

Shale {19821 addresses

this issue extensively by contrasting the difference in
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course completion rates at the BOU, when non-start.ers or
early wit.hdrawals are included in the calculation.

For

example, he cit.es a completion rate of 70% at the BOU as

being lowered to 36% if the non-starters were included.
Furthermore, he found that of the 1978-19 student intake at

Athabasca university, 50\ of the students fell into the nonstarter category.

The impact of such difficulties on

measurements of course completion, graduation and

persistence rates, as well as cost, cannot be denied.
Paul (1993) argues that a criteria of skill development

in terms of "producing independent, self-directed learners"
(p.821 is a more relevant measure of success. He suggests
that Distance Education institutions must increase their
ability to produce independent learners, although Ile
acknowledges that this criterion is vastly more difficult
measure than the typical graduat.ion/completion rates.
Although Paul (1993) does not. provide any way to measure
this criterion, he cites Moore's

(19861 notion ot

tutors and course ....riters in self directed

~traininq

learning,

offering student support services on a demand basis and
decoupling the teaching function from the accreditation
function" as a starting point (p. 94) .
Coldeway (1986) further expounds on the difficulty in
defining criteria for success in distance education.

He

J9
suggests a variety of factors such as differences in

institutional, faculty and student notions of success.
Coldeway cites a thirty percent course completion rate at
Athabasca University_

He examines students' perceptions of

success in terms of course completion (yes/no) versus
satisfaction

with

the course/program, and in terms of

high/low grades versus course/program satisfaction.

From

his data analysis it can be concluded that if the nWllber of
students that withdraw or achieve low marks, but are
satisfied, is higher than those in the low marks/withdrawal

category that are dissatisfied, then this may indicate a

successful course, dependin9 on the criteria for success.
Host distance education studies have not addressed the
derivation and application of standards in the evaluation
process (Birgitta. 1984; Keegan and Rumble. 1982; McAnany,
1982; Keegan. 1986, p.2Sl).

Daniel and Snowden (1981,

p.224) discuss the importance of evaluation in small open
universities, but contend that although standards are needed
because of the relative newness of distance education, there
is little to base them on. Guba and Lincoln (19821 5uqqest
that without standards there can be no judgment.

This view

has also been expressed by Stake (19751 in his responsive
model and by Weiss (19911. who advocates the use of
"operative goals" as the standards upon which a program is
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evaluated.
Scriven (19911 states:

the evaluation process normally involves some
identification of relevant standards of merit, worth or

value, some investigation of the performance evaluands
on these standards, and some integration or synthesis

ot the resul ts to achieve an overall evaluation or a
set of associated evaluations {p.1391.

He suggests that evaluation consists of two arms: one which
gathers data; and, the other that "collects. clarifies, and
verifies relevant values and standards" Ip.51.

Scriven's

(1991) notion of the two arms of evaluation is depicted in
Figure 1.
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Scriven' 5

Evaluation Framework

ARM A

ARMS

GATIfER DATA FROM PROGRAM
I:MPLEMEl'ITATlON

GAlliER OATA FROM LITERATURE.
AUDIENCES. AND DOCUMENTS

ANALYZE AND SUMMARIZE DATA

CREATE STANDARDS AND
CR1TE.RlAID'IDICATORS

COMPARE INFORMATION
&

MAKE JUDGEMENTS

Figure 1

It is the evaluation data collection illustrated in

Arm

B of Figure 1 that serves as the focus of this study.
Scriven (1991) refers to this as the values side of
evaluation and suggests several steps for clarifying them.
Included is the determination and removal of

"inconsistencies in individual sets of values;
misunderstandings and misrepresentation of values and false
factual assumptions under lying them." (p. 5).

Sed ven (1991)
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further suggests that the difference between needs and wants
must be determined and problems such as ascertaining that
all "relevant dimensions of merit" have been identified;

deriVing methods for measuring them; and, "weighting the
dimensions in some way that accurately reflects our
intentions"; are addressed (p.SI.

Scriven (1991) concludes

that the resultinq standards must be validated and that when

data from the program have been collected, the tWO arms are
then synthesized so that judgments can be made.

Standards
Standards have been examined in-depth within the Held

of measurement..

Within this framework standards are

described by Cizek (1993) as the derivat.ion, description,

and employment of rules which will facilitate or enable one
to make judgments.

This notion is consistent with qeneral

dictionary definitions of standards as "a model to be
followed or imitated, established by authority or by general
consent. a deqree of quality, level of achievement
etceteras, reqarded as desirable or necessary tor some
purpose" (Danby, 1989).

In terms of evaluation, the Concise

Oxford Dictionary (1988) provides a definition of a standard
as "a deqree of quality or level of achievement regarded as
desirable or necessary for some purpose".
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The difficulty that can occur in attempting to define
standards for the purpose of evaluation has been addressed
by several authors.

Pring (1992) states "the difficulty in

talking about standards is that the concept is like truth or
beauty, both logically indispensable and yet impossible to
define without considerable philosophical elaboration"
(p.2l).

Harvey and Green (1993)

suggest that standards for

assessing quality are subjective and variable to chanqlng
needs.

They advocate a stakeholder approach which includes

"students, statf. accreditors, accessors, employers and
government" to determine what quality means (p.144}.

Guba

and Lincoln (1981) acknowledge that gathering the
information required to derive standards requires that the
evaluator be quite knowledqeable in data collection and
analysis procedures.

This is an echo of Stake and Denney

(1969) who comment on the daunting task of developing
standards due to problems in retrieving information from
experts and the professional literature.

FUrthermore, in

terms of distance education, Paul (1993) addresses the
difficulty of defininq criteria to measure success.
De Machado and Machado (1991) define evaluation as the
process of "examininq and judginq the value, quality,
significance, amount, degree or condition of something"
(p.146).

Therefore, they contend that "evaluation is a
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process which implies a comparison" ... of an object to
another that is used as a "standard of comparison" (p.147).

These standards are described as:

defininq an ideal state, an acceptable or anticipated
behavior, an intended result, or 9041 which, in turn,
implies the need for collecting relevant information on
the

exact state of the object for evaluation and the

criterion (ideal state to be used for comparison)
(p.147).

Scriven (1991) defines the relationship between standards

and criteria more precisely, stating that in evaluation the
notion of standard is employed "to include indicators of
success or merit; primary indicators are tied directly to
standards rather than loosely related or a secondary
outcome" (p.llll.

In this sense, the standards function to

describe the ideal state of a proqram and the criteria are
employed to state specific measures which indicate whether a
given standard has been achieved.

For a program it is

expected that many standards of the ideal state will exist.
and tor each standard several criteria will exist to measure
the extent to which the standard is beinq met.
The focus on judgment as inherent to evaluation and the
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need for standards is eVidenced throughout the history of
evaluation.

Neva and friedman (19921 conducted a study of

evaluation reports and found that judgment definitions were

more common among academic evaluators and in surnmative
evaluations.

Passow (19811 addresses the importance of

standards indirectly in his discussion of evaluation
reporting procedures.

He states that an evaluation report

"should contain sufficient information to respond to the

concerns and issues of the audiences and provide enough

information so that the jUdgments upon "'hieh the
recommendations are based ace clear".

The relevance of

standards in evaluation is further evidenced by the number
of studies attempting to define how one should set them
(fink and Kosecoff, 1980; Fadale and Winter. 1985).
Despite these efforts the literature is still not
extensive and problems have been identified.

Although the

standards for the evaluation of programs, projects and
materials (SEPPM) are identified as useful by Lewey 119831.
difficulties are also described due to the lack of theory
upon which the standards are based.

In a national study of

core standards and performance measures in secondary and
post-secondary vocational education, McCaslin and Headley
(19931 note that the performance m.easures, standards and
assessment methods vary greatly from one institution to the
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next.

Standards and Evaluation Theory
Theoretically, the notion of standards has been
explored in depth by authors such as Stake (1967-75) and
Guba and Lincoln (1981).

Guba and Lincoln (1981) suggest

that the focus on judgment as a main activity of evaluation
in Stake's Countenance model (1967) is valuable.

This is

due in part to his distinction between absolute and relative
standards and his suggestions for how to derive them.

Absolute standards are described by Stake as related to
personal judgments of individuals or groups, while relative

standards are based on comparison to characteristics of
other programs.

Stake (1967) further contends that the

evaluation must determine if a standard has or has not been
met prior to makinq a judgment.
Despite these contributions, Guba and Lincoln (19Bl)
contend that Stake, in his early model, did not specify the
manner in which standards were to be derived adequately.

In

their approach to evaluation, Guba and Lincoln propose
strategies for developing standards and making judgments in
their expansion of Stake's more recent Responsive Evaluation
Model (1975).
Stake (1975) states that an "educational evaluation is
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responsive evaluation if it orients !nOre directly to program

activities than to program intents. responds to audience
requirements for information, and if the different value

perspectives present are referred to in reporting the
success or failure of the program" Ip.14l.

He contends that

"different purposes and information needs of different
audiences" (p.14J should quide the focus or aim of an
evaluation.

The focus of Stake's Responsive Model is on the

staff, audience and clients of a program, and it is from

them, their issues and concerns, that the standards and
criteria are formulated.
This focus on the audience or clients of a program
remains inherent to the process in Guba and Lincoln's (1981)
naturalistic evaluation approach.

They define evaluation as

the "process for describing an evaluand and judginq its
merit and worth- (p.4Sl.

Merit 1s described as relatinq to

the "intrinsic" value ot an entity Ip.4Sl.

Merit is

described as absolute when it is determined by assessing to
what extent an entity matches standards that have been
specified by experts, and relative when comparisons ot the
entity under study are made to others of a similar type.
Worth is the "extrinsic" value of an entity (p.4Sl.

It is

determined by assessinq to what extent an entity or proqram
conforms to a set of criteria or needs as determined by
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people who are involved in or affected by that entity.

GOOa

and Lincoln 11981l, borrow Stake' 5 term, and label those

people who are related to or affected by the evaluland as
"stakeholders" .

GOOa and Lincoln further distinguish between the

purpose and source of standards for formative and sumrnative
and merit and worth evaluations.

The purpose of a

formative, merit evaluation is described as functioning to
perfect a program. currently being designed.

The purpose of

a summative, merit evaluation is to assess the success of a
completed program in terms of professional expert standards,
to determine if the program can continue without revision.
The source of standards, advocated by Goba and Lincoln
11981) for both formative and sununative merit evaluations
are some sort of expertise such as professional opinions and
literature on the entity being evaluated.
Guba and Lincoln (1981) suggest the purpose of
formative worth evaluations is to revise courses currently
being designed so that they lIleet the local requirements.

It

is suggested that standards for this type of evaluation are
derived from an assessment of local needs, values and
contexts.
The aim of summative worth evaluations is to examine a
completed program to determine if it is meeting local
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requirements in its present state, and whether it .... ill
continue to operate as such permanently.

The source of

standards, suqgested by Guba and Lincoln, for this type of

evaluation is through a needs assessment.

The evaluation

will then judqe i f the program is meeting the needs
identified.

Standards in Total Quality Management and Quality Approaches

The notion of developing standards or measurements ot
success in

T(,H

is very much in evidence.

describes the application of

T~

Kaufman (19911

at South Bank University as

involving the development of service quality indicators
which are then monitored.

The New Zealand Qualifications

Authority (1993) contends that procedures such as
developing, reviewing, and updating standards. performing
self-evaluation and quality assessments are critical to
achieving quality in educational/training initiatives .
Furthermore. Osbourne (1993) concludes that TCf'{ cannot be
incorporated into educational institutions unless standards
have first been derived.

This is consistent with Duffy

(l99lJ who addresses the ten-item Deming Application Prize
for TQM, providing further evidence of the role of standards
in the process.

Item six on standardization consists of the

assessment of the followinq: "systemization of standards;

so
methods of establishing standards, revising and abolishing

standards; outcomes of the establishment, revision or
abolition of standards; contents of the standards;

utilization of statistical methods; accumulation of
technology; and utilization of standards" (p.42).
Lewis and Sm! th (1994)

state .. [that TOMl systems assume

that there are standards and/or formats that define how
tasks are handed over" (p.284).

They acknowledge that this

is a critical and difficult part of setting up total quality
management because people differ on what the standards

should be.

They 5uqgest that -fitness for purpose" is a

good starting place and that using this definition "means
ensuring that all debates on quality are tested against
custemer expectations· (p. 28S) .
When developing a TQH system in higher education, Lewis
and Smith (1994) contend that measurement of output is
critical.

They suggest that "exams, quizzes, assignments,

professor evaluations, surveys of students. alumni, parents,
and employees as well as pass rates on professional exams,
and admission success rates to graduate schools are
indicators ot the quality of educational programs at a
universityR (p.67).
Lewis and Smith 11994) distinguish between internal and
external customers in their application of TQH to higher
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education.

They suggest that internal and direct external

customers should be prioritized (in this order) as they
directly receive the university's courses of study, services

and research efforts.

Internal customers are described as

inclUding ·students, faculty, programs and departments that

impact on a program" as well as "employees and units,
departments or divisions that influence a service or

activity" Ip.92) _

Direct external customers are identified

as employers, other schools, and suppliers who receiVE! a

student, product or service from the university.

Indirect

external customers, on the other hand, consist of donors,
legislativE! groups, the city or town served as well as
boards or organizations who conduct accreditation.
Other quality initiatives in higher education also
tocus on the customer or stakeholder and the development ot
indicators or standards as integral to the process.

Tannock

(1992) addresses the use ot quality assurance methods for
higher education that were developed by the Engineering
Professors' Conference (EPCl.
The approach employed is derived from "British Standard
5750 Quality Systems and total quality management" (p.109).
Tannock (1992) describes the quality assurance principles
which are etiployed to develop "quality systems standards" as
entailing (p.109):
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the setting of quality objective,;

b.

planning activities to meet these objectives;.
documentation of the quality plans;

d.

performance of the activities and the collection
of data on the quality of performance;
the revie..... and assessment of how effectively the
activities were performed;

f.

identification and correction of any deficiencies.

All of these processes are conducted within the guiding
framework: of meeting customer needs and improving quality on
a continuous basis_
The EPC approach includes four main components.

The

first, which is identified as the structure of an

institution, deems that all functions within it must be
examined.

Specifically, these include "the central

institution, academic units, support and administrative
services" (p.113).
The second component consists of the development of a
quality mission for the institution overall which can then
be specified into objectives for meeting and improving
quality at various levels.
The third component addressed is quality systems, which
is linked to the development of objectives.

This component

of quality focuses on documenting existing systems in each
area of the institution, which will serve as a baseline from
which improvement initiatives can be implemented and
assessed.

Quality objectives result from this process.

Tannock suggests that, through the documentation process,
gaps and anomalies become evident which can then be
addressed.
The final component ot quality addresses the review and
improvement process.

This process entails assessing

activities against the quality objectives previously set.
In addition the quality objectives themselves are assessed
against customer requirements.

This provides teedback on

progress, deficiencies and customer needs (which may chanqe)
that is then fed back into the system to establish revised
quality objectives.

In this manner the notion of continuity

is realized, as quality objectives or standards are revised
continuously rather than remaining static.
The EPC model addresses many insti tutional elements.
One is the design and provision of programs of study.

The

stated requirement is:

The institution together with the academic units shall
establish and maintain

procedures to plan, assure,

and validate the design and provision ot programmes of

'4
study, takinq inte account all aspects of teaching.
learning and assessment IEPC. 1992, p.1211.

Tannock (1992)

expands on points which must be addressed for

each study program.

These include the examination of:

program purpose in relation to customer

requirement;
b.

program objectives in relation to what must be
achieved by students;
instructional/learning strategies and program

content, organization and level;
d.

student assessment methods in comparison to
instructional/learning strategies;
facility and resource availability from. the

program department and support units;
f.

program fit in relation to other departmental

g.

how the quality of instruction and student

programs;

assessment will be evaluated.

While individual academic units are responsible to address
these points. Tannock (1992) suqqests they may employ input
from "other institutions. professional bodies. industry or

commerce" as well as from other academ.ic disciplines

"

(p.1221.

Standards in Distance Education
It appears that, in autonomous distance education
institutions several types of evaluation and standards are

integrated in the assessment of the quality of programs.

Evaluation types which may impact on courses offered, to
some extent, include the evaluation of systems, special
projects, and developmental studies.

In addition, routine

evaluation (which is sometimes used as a basis for further
evaluationl of course materials, final exaJlLS in relation to
course work, computer and teacher-graded assignments,
student progress and background characteristics, first year

courses and, computer and teacher graded assignments appears
to be common.
Formative evaluation focuses on the need, the
usefulness, adequacy of content and media, and the economic
viability of courses.

For each of these standards a number

of criteria would be employed to measure whether the
standard had been met.
Formative evaluation also includes the validation of
course materials before using them in courses, in some
This normally entails a review of materials by
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peers. authors and instructors. as well as testing throu;h
assignments, exams, exercises, and instruction with
students.
Summative evaluation occurs at the end of a course and
has focused on a number of key standards.

Course materials.

for example, looks specifically at suitability for self
study. difficulty, clarity, interest, graphics, audio visual
aids appropriateness, currency (updatingl, and utility

content.

of

Tutoring, which is also critical to the learning

process, looks specifically at structure of meetings,
content. teaching strategy. attendance, one on one tutoring,
qradinq of assignments (reliability/validity). initiatives

in new methods of tutorinq, rapport/communication between
tutor and students, written comments on course work, turn
around time for corrected course work, student response,
counselor motivation, and the timeliness of session.
Support services and cost are also standards.

Support

services evaluation focuses on both the quantity and quality
of availability and access to resources.

Cost examines the

amount of money spent per course, per completion, and per
graduate.
Additional criteria which have been described by
authors but not in relation to any particular standard
include presentation of materials, pre-course knowledge,
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comprehension of materials, learning aids, difficulty
experienced with material, time on materials or components,

t.eaching/learning- process, assignments, course evaluation
scheme, learning objectives, student self-evaluation, tests,
instruction, organizational difficulties of the course,
persistence rates, drop outs, completion rates, postgraduation success (work or school). development. of
independent learning, and exam participation.

Inferences From The Literature
The focus on developing standards. based on customer
needs, to measure improvement in the TOM: and other quality
initiatives, can be compared to the derivation of standards
for evaluation from stakeholders advocated by Guba and

Lincoln (19B1) and Stake (1975).

Customers in TOM may be

internal such as students or external such as donors or
accreditors, but are very much all inclusive (Lewis and
Smith, 1994).

Stakeholders in evaluation are described as

including everyone involved in or affected by the program
under study (Guba and Lincoln, 1981), and can range from
local business people to students.
In the same way that precise statements of customer
requirements {Capezio and Morehouse, 1993} are developed in
groupings for a particular objective or standard in TQH, in
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evaluation specific and measurable criteria are developed to
determine if a standard has been met.

Just as benc:hmarkinq

in TQM is employed to derive standards from other expert
(successful) institutions (Capezio and Morehouse. 1993J,
expert opinion and literature is applied to standards

derivation in the evaluation of merit (Guba and Lincoln,

1981).

In TQM standards are developed from customer needs

in relation to baselines.

This is comparable to worth

evaluation IGuba and Lincoln, 1981)

I

which is focused an

whether a program is meeting the needs or criteria
determined by stakeholders.

FUrthermore, Tannock expands on

points to examine in the quality assessment of programs
which correspond to standards for the evaluation of

courses/programs.
While the terminology for measuring success can ranqe
from standards and criteria, objectives and criteria for
success, to primary and secondary indicators in the various
models, the basic underpinnings are similar.

therefore,

despite the difficulty in the standard setting process it is
concluded that a number of procedures are either
theoretically advocated or practically applied.
theoretically, the derivation of standards is
differentiated based on the purpose of an evaluation.

Guba

and Lincoln's (19811 naturalistic model suggests that merit
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evaluations derive standards from some form of expertise or
similar expert programs.

Professional opinion and

literature .serve as the source for deriving standards when
perfecting a course (formative) or determining if it meets
expert standards (sUlIllllacive).

Worth evaluations focus on the stakeholders views to

derive standards.

To determine if a course under

development is meeting local needs the values and needs of
the local situation are employed as the basis for deriving

standards.

For a completed course, a needs assessment of

the local 51 tuation serves as the basis for standards
derivation.

In both of these cases this information is

determined in consultation with stakeholders in order to
develop criteria and standards for evaluation.
In practical applications, such as TOof and other
quality initiatives, similar sources are employed to derive
standards, however they are often based on multiple sources
rather than one or two specifically.

Sources used include

customer or stakeholder needs, organizational goals,
professional/expert opinion, and benchmarking with other
comparable insti tutions.
Kennedy (1994) provides insight into the derivation of
standards and criteria for distance education course
evaluation.

The approach described consists of three steps
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.....hich are carried out by the evaluation team.
Step one deals with "audience concerns and issues" and
entails the identification of "all possible audiences and

stakeholders" in order to determine the information needs or
issues that they consider pertinent to the evaluation

(Kennedy, 1994, p.3).

The second step consists of the

analysis of all documentation, from proposals, to budgetary
information, to course materials.

Kennedy (1994) suggests

this analysis allows the team to "establish the perceived
goals and obj ectives of the program, the resource
allocations, the program design and plans for
implementation" (p.41.

In the final step literature on

distance education course design and subject matter specific
information is reviewed.
Based on the information from all three sources
standards and criteria for the evaluation are derived.
Kennedy (1994) suggests that these standards and criteria
should be ratified by at least the clients and if possible
by all audience groups.

This approach employs sources for

standards derivation that have been described both
theoretically and practically and lends support to the
notion that in practical models of standards derivation,
multiple sources may used.
Information for standards derivation can be gathered
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through consultation with stakeholders/customers or through

interviews, or questionnaires.

Standards, objectives or

primary indicators generally describe an ideal state of an

aspect of a program, while

criteria for success and

secondary indicators refer to more precise definitions which
can be measured to determine if a standard is being met.

Implications for This StUdy

Distance education has been firmly established as a
means through which students can pursue post-secondary
education.

Autonomous distance education institutions have

emerged worldwide.

Considerable efforts have been made to

evaluate distance education (Holmberg, 1986), however,
difficulties have been identified {Evans,

19851.

In many

distance education evaluations there has been a lack of
attention to the derivation of standards upon which
judgments about the effectiveness of the program are based
(McAnany, 1982; Keegan, 1986).
The use of standards in evaluation is identified as a
pertinent issue by examining the literature in evaluation
and TQM (rink and Kosekoff, 1980; Fadale and Winter, 1985;
Consortium for Policy Research in Education, 1993).
Evaluation theories have addressed the importance of
standards when judging program effectiveness (Stake, 1975;
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Guba and Lincoln, 1981; Passow,

1987), however,

few

evaluation models specify how to derive standards.

the lack of linkage between evaluation theory and
practice has also been identified by several authors
and Pollard, 1989; Lewey, 19B3).

(Lipsey

Provus (1969l states that

"despite the title of a new educational periodical, Theory
into Practice, there appears to be very little linkage
between program evaluation conducted in public schools and
the kind of theory described in universities" (p.244).

Although, Provus was referring to schools over twenty years
ago, the issue still remains the same.

Evaluations are

conducted in higher education institutions and value
judgments are made, but on what basis?

And how does actual

evaluation practice in institutions relate to evaluation
theory and models?

Worthen and Saunders (l973) proposed

that further research was needed in evaluation, and
advocated examining

other professions and disciplines.

It

is proposed that by examining the evaluation process as
practiced at an autonomous distance education institution,
we may be able to learn more about the derivation and
application of standards, and their relationship to
evaluation theory and quality practices described in the
literature.
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CHAPTER THREE

Methodoloqy

Approach
A case study approach was employed in this study.
Merriam (1988) describes case study as based on the
naturalistic or qualitative paradigm.

She states that "a

qualitative case study is an intensive logistic, description
and analysis ot a single phenomenon or social uni t.

Case

studies are particularistic; they ace descriptive; they are
heuristic - that is.
under study"

they offer .insights into the phenomenon

(p.2l).

The case study approach was used to investigate the
evaluation methodology emploYed at a distance education
institution.

The case, then, was the university.

specifically, it

addressed the derivation and application

of standards within the evaluation process.

This approach

is deemed appropriate, given the lack of research on
evaluation standards in autonomous distance education, and
for that matter in general.
Specifically, an interpretative case study was
employed.

This is described by Merriam. (1988) as

"descriptive data used to develop conceptual categories or
to illustrate, support or challenge theoretical assumpt.ions
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held prior to the data gatl1erinqs"

(po

28) _

Merriam (1988)

expands by stating that i f there is a lack of related theory

prior to data gathering that the researcher will

~qather

as

much information as possible with the intent of interpreting
or theorizing about the phenomenon"

(po

28).

This process

was employed in this case study.

Data Collection Methods
Initial contact with the institution consisted of
meeting a contact member, who has responsibility for course

evaluation, and conducting an exploratory interview.
Merriam (1988) states that this type of interview is

employed in order to "learn enough about a situation to
formulate questions for subsequent interviews"

(p. 74.).

The data gleaned from the exploratory interview was checked
against the general interview guide previously developed by
the researcher to indicate areas of omission or redundancy.
Documents of past and current evaluation activity were
reviewed to search out evaluation standards, both explicit
and implicit.

Types of evaluation documents were

categorized so that differentiation could be made between
ongoing monitoring activity and evaluation activity, both
formative and summative.
Participants in this case study included the following
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groups, all of whom are professional employees of the
distance education institution:

program administrators/coordinators
b.

instructional designers and program development
team members

evaluation division committee members/employees
d.

course/program instructors

Patton (1990) suggests that qualitative research

focuses in-depth on small samples that are actually selected
purposefUlly. In keeping with this notion, participants in

this study were selected with the assistance of key
informants in order to interview those individuals that were
rich in information.

Each participant was asked to suggest

individuals that the researcher should interview regarding
the topic of study.

When interviews could not be

accommodated with individuals due to other conunitments,
those individuals were then sent a questionnaire.
Data gathered from participant groups was through one
or more interviews.

All interviews ranged from semi-

structured to unstructured as the case study progressed.
In preparation for these interviews, an indicator interview
guide was developed (See Appendix A).

The guide was not
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designed to be used in total, or in the sequence indicated.
Rather, suitable questions from the guide were used on an
individual basis, as the need for information was indicated.

A second instrument was developed based on the
interview guide {See Appendix AI.

It

is a questionnaire

which was employed to collect data from individuals who were

unavailable for interviews but may have had valuable insight
into program evaluation at the institution.

The

questionnaire was piloted on three individuals, consisting
of subject matter experts in both evaluation and distance

education. prior to use.

Recommended revisions were

incorporated into the document.
The focus of the interview guide and questionnaire was:

Whether a specific evaluation approach or
approaches were applied consistently to distance
education courses and programs.
b.

Whether specific standards were used as a basis
for judgments. on criteria applied in the
evaluation approach.
On what basis the standards employed had been
derived.
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October, 1994 - March 1995

Completion of literature review and initial contact
with the distance education institution.

April - September, 1995

Completion of data collection.

October - June 1996

Analysis of data and completion of

formal thesis

report.

Data Collection

A total of eight interviews were conducted.

One

interview consisted of an exploration of evaluation

practices in general at the institution.

Seven interviews

entailed examining evaluation criteria specifically in terms

of whether they were employed for evaluation, what type of
evaluation they were employed for,

how they were measured,

and where this measure was derived from.

This is in

accordance with the interview guide at Appendix A.
Responses from the interviews were collated and categorized
for each criterion.

.
During the process of data collection it became evident

that participants did not: tit neatly into one of the four
groups of professional employees.

Two participants were

administrators but also developed proqrams and instructed.

Three participants were primarily instructors but were also

involved in course/program development and evaluation.

One

participant was an administrator and was informally involved

in the evaluation of support services.

A final participant

was primarily involved in course and program evaluation.
Ten questionnaires were distributed to course/proqram
administrators/instructors with whom an interview was not
conducted.

Participants were not asked to identify

themselves on questionnaire to ensure confidentiality.

Six

questionnaires were returned; however, only four were
completed.
In addition, several informal interviews were conducted
via telephone to explore or follow-up on information that
nad been collected.

Data Analysis Techniques
Data collected is analyzed on two levels, as described
by Merriam (1988).

Preliminary data analysis is semantic

content analysis in accordance with Krippendorff (19801.
The result of this level of analysis is a narrative report.
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A second level of analysis involves the development o!

conceptual categories or themes in order to interpret or

theorize about the phenomenon with reference to evaluation
literature.
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Chapter Four
Report and Analysis

ot Results

Introduction

The primary objective of this study was to explore the

evaluation practices at a distance education institution.
Hore specifically, the study examined what type of

evaluation is taking place, what criteria are employed to

measure standards. how these criteria are measured and from
what sources are they derived.

Organization of the Findings
The findings are reported chronologically as they were
collected.

Initial data collection consisted of the

analysis of documentation relevant to proqram and course
evaluation at the distance education institution and is
therefore presented tirst.
The majority of the remaining data was collected by

employing two instruments: an interview guide and a
questionnaire.

Each instrument pennitted both open-ended

and closed responses from participants.

Both instrument.s

were designed to examine a series of evaluation crit.eria
clustered into the following groupinqs: enrollment/
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attendance criteria, cost criteria, learning criteria,
support criteria and course design criteria.

Due to the

parallels in the design of the questionnaire and interview
guide, data from each are presented together.

Additional

data incorporated into this section were also collected
through informal telephone discussion.
During the progression of the study, it became apparent
that some data referred specifically to comprehensive

program evaluation while other data referred to course
evaluation, with only slight overlaps to programs.

Therefore, data in each criteria grouping is presented first
under the heading pertaining to course evaluation, and
secondly under the heading pertaining only to comprehensive
program evaluation.
A final section on Performance Indicators addresses
data that were collected through informal interviews,
telephone discussion and the collection and analysis of a
task force report.

Documentation Analysis
Documents from a variety of sources were obtained and
analyzed.

Data from each document or document grouping are

presented under its respective heading.
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Evaluation Reports
Five evaluation reports documenting comprehensive
program evaluations, that had been conducted since 19B1,

were analyzed.

Althouqh the focus of the evaluations ranged

from nursing education to student monitorinq systems, the

evaluation approach employed in each case was stakeholder
based.

That is, evaluation standards and criteria were

developed by the evaluation team and stakeholders.
The methodology for data collection employed

instruments such as questionnaires, interviews, and existing
institutional data.

As the development of standards and

criteria were a function of the focus for the evaluation and
the perspective of stakeholder input, there was variation

among the instruments.

For example, some of the standards

and criteria employed include program use, program
effectiveness and efficiency, program administration,
perceived program success, registration, course availability
and selection, acadelD.ic advising, facilities, study time,
assessment, course difficulty, external factors, selfevaluation, student services, course material, and delivery
as well as whether the program was meeting identified needs.
Although each identified problems, the precise measure
or indicator of success, which was deemed as acceptable or
unacceptable for each criterion or standard was not
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precisely indicated.

Standards had been derived, but.

criteria were, for the most, part non-existent, or at least

non-spec! fic.

Evaluation Questionnaires
A sample of six student evaluation questionnaires from
different distance education courses were examined.

Some

student questionnaires were desiqned to be completed on a

unit by unit basis while others included the entire course
but lllay refer to specific units or sections.

Analysis of

these questionnaires indicated that a variety of student

satisfaction criteria are employed to measure the
effectiveness of various course components.

These are

compiled under the relevant headings in Table 1.
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Table I. Student Satisfaction Criteria Employed in the Measurement of Course
Components.
Criteria

Course Components
Course Materials: Study Guide

Utility in assisting comprehension
Utility to indicate important infonnation
Readability

Clarity of directions
Level. of interest
Appropriate amount ofinformatton
Effectiveness of format
Areas of particular utility

Areas of particular interest
Areas requiring elaboration
Areas of redundancy

Course Materials: Assigned Readings
and Text

Readability
Level of difficulty
Adequate infonnation
Utility of illustrations
Time spent reading
Appropriateness ofamount of reading

Assigned Work: Questions

Number completed
Areas in which more questions are
required
Utility ofquestions
Satisfaction with solutions provKled 10
questions
Inappropriate questions
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Table I. (Continued)

Course Components
Assigned Work: Unit tests and Exercises

Criteria
Usefulness

Relevance
Difficulty
Comprehensiveness
Int~est

Tum-around-time in receiving corrected

to"
Usefulness of marlr:er comments
Satisfaction with Grading
Preference for telephone or written
m.ulcing
Preference for telephone or written tests

Support: Tutorial Assistance

Number ofcontact times with Mor
Satisfaction with the amount of contact
Utility artutor assistance
Tutor knowledge

Tutor communication skills
Overall

Satisfaction with the course
Suggestions for improvement
Area of the ~ most lilted
Area ofthe c:owx least liked
Plans to take future courses

The criteria employed in student questionnaires was
measured using rating scales which varied depending on the
course in review.

A

three point rating scale was most

common. Examples of the descriptors employed for each point
or level are provided in Table 2.

7.
Table 2. Descriptors employed for three point student l1!Itiog scales
Lev<12

Levell

substantially
v''Y

Level)

somewhat

minimally

generally

"'"'"
relatively

oot
not at all

regularly

sometimes

not at all

In addition, questions were included which required a

yes, somewhat and no scale and ratings from very poor to

excellent.

Many options for elaboration and open ended

questions were incorporated into questionnaires as well.

Course Evaluation
Attendance-E:nrollment Factors
Standard 1. Attendance and enrollment in courses are
stable.

Criterion 1: Course Co:npletion.

All respondents

indicated that this criterion was employed when conducting
evaluations.

One individual indicated that this criterion

was examined, but at another level within the institution.

In terms of what constituted success or an acceptable level
for the completion criterion a ranqe of percentaqes, from
forty to ninety-five percent at the lowest and hiqhest
points, were provided. No less than a seventy-five percent
course completion rate was cited as a successful course
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completion rate by two individuals, however, for one person
this percentage was based on calculations after the point
where students have withdrawn. For the other individual the

seventy-five percent applied only to students in the senior,
higher level courses.

For lower level or junior courses a

course completion ra te of sixty percent was deemed as
acceptable. One other respondent indicated that a course
completion rate of seventy percent was acceptable.

Another

indicated a course completion rate of forty to sixty percent
was evident in a particular field and that due to the nature

of the field, this course completion rate exists and is
acceptable. It is important. to note here that in the

discussion of measurinq course completion rates to determine
success that all percentages discussed above are based on
the number of people who complete a course in comparison to
the number of people who initially register. The majority of
individuals indicated that the measurements they provided
were based, at least in part, on experience with past
courses and data.

Factors which came into play with past

experience included characteristics of t.he field of study
and consistency in course complet.ion rates over courses and
over time.

Others indicated that the measurements were

derived from a comparison to course completion rates
throughout the university or to other universities

who
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ofter similar courses.

A final source provided for the

derivation of this measurement was the use of research and
stakeholder input in this area.

Overall, the levels required for an acceptable course
completion rate were consistently high.

The measurement of

the course completion criterion, in general, appears to be
affected by both the nature of the discipline and the level
of studies being examined.

Criterion 2: Program Graduation.

This criterion was

unanimously described as very difficult to examine and
interpret because many students take several courses through
distance education in order to complete program requirements
at another university where they do eventually graduate.
Another compounding difficulty with this criterion was
attributed to the different types of students which make up
the population, such as those obtaining credit to learn
specific information, those upgrading academic achievements
and those returning to study after many years out of school.
Due to the accessibility and flexibility of distance
education courses many types of students exist take courses
in addition to those who actually complete a degree or
diploma proqram.
Despite these problems, some suggested that this
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criterion can be examined by considering both the program

qcaduation numbers and the course completion rate.

Others

suggested that this was an important criterion, but was
examined at other levels within the institution.

In any

case the over-riding !actor, in the analysis of this

criterion, was that many students successfully completed the
courses for which they registered but might not graduate
from the related program.
The derivation ot sources to measure program graduation
rates included the use of existing data and university
measures at the inst! tutional level.

Measures of

institutional or comprehensive program evaluation are
addressed later under that heading.

Criterion 3: Students Taking ruture Courses.

Similar

to program graduation, the criterion of takinq future
courses was described as a poor indicator when evaluating
This is due in part to students taking courses to
fulfill requirements at other universities, and as well
because many individuals may take a group of courses in a
particular area where they require some expertise or have
some interest and once that need is fulfilled they no longer
continue to access courses in a program.
Information gleaned from the university, stakeholders,
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and research were considered when deriving a measure of
success for this criterion.

However, some respondents

suggested that this criterion can be examined informally.
One measure of this criterion consists of an expected range
of twenty to twenty-five percent of students who return to
take extra courses. This measure is based on university
average of students returning as well as past experience
with specific courses.

Other measures employed to evaluate

this criterion informally included traclc.ing students and

actually seeing what happens over time.

Criterion 4: Equal Access.

The criterion of equal

access applies consistently to courses and is a guidinq
principle for the university_

The acceptable level ot

access for students is described unanimously as being at the
100' level and this measurement is derived from university
mandate.

At the course level. evaluation of this criterion

is described as anecdotal or informal and may involve the
analyzing the situation to ensure that access is provided to
as many students as possible. Some respondents commented on
the advent of technology and the impact on access.

Although

computers are entering into the realm of courseware access
more and more, courses that do not require access to a
computer continue to be available for those students needing
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them.

The only exception to this now is in an area of study

in related technoloqical disciplines which clearly require

the use of that t.echnoloqy.

f{owever. pressures to employ

technology to deliver courses are prevalent, which, it is
suggested, may pose a threat to universal access in the
future.

Other respondents indicated that 100% access is
available, however certain hidden requirements existed. For
example, a certain level of reading skills and even some
writing skills, in reality, are required to succeed.

Again,

these are factors which may vary a.m.oog disciplines.

Cost Factors
Standard 2. Cost per course and per student is
feasible.

Cost criteria included both cost per student and

cost per course, however, through data collection it became
evident that cost was examined primarily in relation to

Criterion 1: Cost E'er Course.

The majority of

respondents indicated that cost is examined and includes a
variety of factors.

Marking is one factor and there is a

limit on how much money can be spent on tutor markinq. One
estimate provided indicated that $133.00 per course can be
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allocated to marking and this plays a role in course design.
Others addressed this factor in terms of the nwnber of hours
which could be allocated for tutor marking per course. Both

criteria are set by the university finance department and
are based on budget considerations.

Cost is also examined in course development in terms of
textbooks, student manuals, study guides, copy write

materials and must be within a given budget.

An estimate of

approximately $150.00 per course was indicated as the cost
required to cover course materials.

This criterion is alsa

set from the finance department based on budget.

This

information must be calculated for each course.

Courses

will not be approved for development if the costs are too

high.
Information based on the cost of course materials and
tutor marking can impact on decisions about keeping courses
when enrollment is 10..... and costs are high.

One of the

reasons for this emphasis on the cost of textbooks and
materials in the course development and evaluation process
is because all required materials are included in the course
costs.

Unlike traditional institutions and universities,

the students do not pay for texts and materials.

The fact

that all materials are included in course fees appears to be
another reason that cost per student is examined primarily
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at the institutional level.

Learning Factors
Standard 3: Courses result in desired learning outcomes

Criterion 1: Geared To The Learners' Level.

This

criterion is examined but is also described as very
difficult to do at a distance.

The rleishe Readability

Guide at a grade 12 or 13 level is employed by one
respondent.

This criterion is described as particularly

important for junior courses which are expected to be at a
level that requires no prior knowledge. Courses are
developed and examined to ensure that this is the case. In
addition, extra steps are taken to support the no prior
knowledge measure such as including extra notes,

explanations and references with the course materials. This
entry level is derived based on the level of students in
courses over time as well as student and tutor feedback.
Overall, this criterion is described as being examined
heavily in course development. In the case of courses
developed with other agencies as well as internallY, input
from steering committees is used to assess the learner
level. In evaluation this criterion is evaluated based on
feedback by both employers and students.

It also appears
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the measurement and learner level employed is influenced by
both the level of study and the discipline or course in
question.
In the past, there were other methods of examining this
criterion. This included the use of instructional designers
who read materials as persons not familiar with the material
to see if it was at the right level. However, this no longer
the case and materials are aimed at the median reading

ability of students, and are developed and evaluated using
the processes already described.

Criterion 2: Quantity Learned (tests and exams).
Quantity learned, in terms of tests and exams, is examined
primarily on an informal basis_ While there is a preference
by some not to have tests and exams, more multiple choice
tests and exams are in use.

This is due to constraints on

the time allocated for tutors to correct tests and financial
limitations on how much money can be allocated for tutor
services per course.
Difficulty also lies in determining what tests and
exams really indicate.

One method described as useful

includes the comparison of a student's exam scores to
assignments to see if there is a match.

Others suggest a

comparison of test and exam scores to previous grades in the
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In addition comparison of scores among tutors is
also examined to ensure some type of standardization in

marking.
Exams, in general, are based on the objectives set and
are not designed to contain unexpected questions.

In

distance education students are graded against specific
criteria, as opposed to testing with the use of norm
referenced procedures.

Therefore, it is suggested that one

can ascertain if 90% of the class is failing there is

something wrong, whereas if 90% of the class is at the A
level things are going very well.

However, beyond this

estimate, it is difficult to pinpoint a specific level
required to satisfy this criterion, due to individual
differences.

Another problem with pin-pointing a level for

this criterion is the observation that in many cases those
students who do experience difficulty tend to drop out, and
therefore course grades are typically high.
Others provided a range of levels required for the
quantity of learning criterion.

These are often used to see

if scores are ei ther too high or too low.

A class average

of 75% was described as the desirable level, in terms of
measuring success by one respondent. This level is based on
past experience with courses as well as comparative to other
universities where the average is often 65%.

Another
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indicated that the required level consisted of a class
averaqe of 80% and this was based primarily on past

experience with courses.

A class average of 80% was cited

again but in this case it referred specifically to scores on
quizzes.

For more in depth essay examinations an average of

60% was deemed as the acceptable level for this criterion.

These levels were based primarily on comparisons to the same
discipline in other universities.

OVeralL the role of past experience and compa.rison to
disciplines in other institutions impacted most on the
derivation of levels for this criterion.

While the

examination of tests and exams themselves for level of
difficulty was addressed, this was not employed by the

majority in routine evaluation of courses.

Criterion 3: OUality of Learning.

This criterion was

described as being addressed when examining exams and
assignments throughout the course on an informal basis.
Questions such as adequacy of coverage of materials and
ability ot students to apply knowledge come into play.

In

addition, students' ability to solve problems is considered.
Evaluation of this criterion was described as based on how
well students could apply the knowledqe or theory taught in
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Other indications of the quality of student learning in

a course included how well students understood the material.
This can be derived from the number of questions and the
materials that students have difficulty with. The quality of

assignments and essay work submitted is examined, and based
on past experience and what is expected of the student, an
estimate of the quality of learning and whether i t is up to

par can be determined.
Overall, in distance education there is a lot of oneon-one,

individualized,

instruction and therefore this type

of evaluation is ongoing.

If the majority of students are

experiencing the same problem this would appear within one
course run of six to eight months.

As well, student and

tutor feedback provide a great deal of information.

A final

source of information with Which to evaluate this criterion
is the numbers of students who are actually doing the work
and succeeding at it.

Based on all of this information,

courses can be evaluated and modified.

Criterion 4: Student Acceptance To Graduate School.
This criterion is examined only on an informal basis or
through observation in that professors are asked for
references for admission to graduate school.

Acceptance

rates to graduate schools was estimated as 100% in one
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discipline.

However others suggested that. they found this

difficult to measure because so much depended upon ·...hieh

school or program that the student had chosen for graduate
studies.

Criterion 5: Student Employment After Graduation.

This

criterion was only examined through observation for most
respondents and not examined at this level by others _

It:

was described as difficult in all cases, as so many students
completing distance education courses are actually

graduating from other universities.

However, some programs

which are in place in conjunction with external agencies do
receive feedback on the employment of students who have
qraduated frOlll their employers _

But. this is not the norm

for courses.

Criterion 6: Development of Individual Learning Skills.
This criterion is examined when evaluating a course on an
on-qoinq basis by examining assignments and Course work.

It

is addressed in course development and through ongoinq
monitoring by examininq whether there adequate explanation
and support for students in junior courses and less in those
more senior, where it is expected that independent learning
skills will have begun to develop.

In more skill specific
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disciplines. basic and complex skills are identified and the
evaluation of individual learning skills can be measured by

examining student attainment of these skills.
The success of this criterion is measured

by the

majority through the examination of exams and tests to
verify if they are proceeding according to the normal pace.
The normal pace is based on past experience with a given

course.

Others evaluate feedback from tutors, assignments

and questions.
and

Again, variations from the norm are examined

this norm is based on patterns which have developed in

courses over time.

Criterion 7: Self-instructional Materials.

This

criterion is examined during course development and on an
on-going basis.
acted upon.

Any recurring difficulties are noted and

The standard, cited by respondents,

for this

criterion is a 100% level of self-instruction in materials.
This is derived from the fact that courses are being
completed at a distance and therefore this level is needed.
Materials are expected to be completely selfinstructional. However,

it is important to note that

students do have access tutor support as well as help from
the instructor.

Courses are evaluated in course development

and on an on-going basis to ensure all materials,
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instructions are included.

The effectiveness of the

materials on an on-going basis is primarily judged based on

both questions and phone calls to the tutor and professor.
Questions are reviewed and difficulties are determined which

can then be addressed.

Support factors
Standard 4: Course support is adequate.

Criterion 1: Tutorial support.

Tutorial support was

described as being examined when evaluating courses by all

respondents.

Students are assigned a tutor, and in terms of

a level of support, they must be available to students at
given times three days a week.
from university policy.

This appears to be derived

Others describe a level of 100%

in

terms of accessibility by phone in the times provided. This
is deemed as critical due to the nature of distance
education.

Feedback from students about tutorial support

and availability are used as the primary measure for this
criterion and complaints are examined on a recurring basis.
The only difficulty cited in measuring support in this way
is if students are receiving a busy dial tone, the tutor is
not available but may be on the phone with another student.
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Criterion 2: Tut.orial Feedback and Timing.

The

acceptable measure for turn-around time tor the return of
assigrunents to students consists of work beinq received.
corrected, and put back in the mail within a maximum of five
working days.

This level was described unanimously by

respondents and is derived from university policy.
Measurement of this criterion was deemed as feasible but
somewhat tedious.

Procedures included both verification

through the registry for exams and through recording arrival

dates of work submitted and postmark dates on outgoing mail.

Criterion 3: Organizational support.

Respondents

indicated that students have access to a toll free line to
contact both support staff and professors tor any problem
solving required.

In addition, the library can be

contacted, in a varill!!ty of ways, and support for students in
terms of searching for and sending out materials is at the
100\ level.

This high level is required because of the

nature of distance education, and because for many students
this is the only library that they have access to.

This

level appears to be derived based on the university mandate
of access for as many students as possible.
Another source of support is through email. In terms of
measuring the support criterion, infonnation 1s usually
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obtained informally from students or tutors about
difficulties experienced or complaints with a service.

These are examined on a per course basis and changes are
made accordingly.

Student Satisfaction Factors
Standard 5. Students a.re satisfied with the learning

experience.

Student satisfaction criteria are addressed

continuously through the use of course evaluation
questionnaires.

Respondents indicated that the acceptable

level of student satisfaction on these criteria consisted of

receiving positive responses ranginq from eighty to ninetyfive percent of students.

The exact measure varies

depending on the field in question but is overall quite.

high.

The measure and level required are based primarily on

past experience with courses, however the use of literature
and research findings were also addressed.

While some

variation from field to field exists, overall the student
satisfaction criteria employed were similar in nature even
i f the terminoloqy was not identical.

A difficulty

mentioned with the use of this data was that it only
included students who completed courses.

In add! tion, there

is also the difficulty of how quickly this type of
information can be responded to.

This issue is addressed
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further under course material - updatedness.

Criterion 1: Course Material - Essential.

This

criterion is examined in terms of the course objectives and

what students are required to know based on them.
Furthermore,

this criterion is described as being heavily

weighted in the course development process.

Criterion 2: Course Material -

Interesting.

Interest

was also described as being an important criterion. However,
the difficulty of ensuring that material was interesting to
everyone. dependent on the field of study, was also evident.
Some attempt to better address this criterion was made by

trying to allow choice in part of the selection of materials

so that students could choose that which was more
interesting to them.

Based on this, one can examine what

students are selecting over time to determine what is more
or less interesting.

Criterion 3: Course Material - Updated.

This criterion

was described as being examined on a one course per year
basis due to workload and financial constraints.

How often

a course is evaluated varies, based on the number of courses
a professor is carrying.

For example, with a five course
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:.Iorkload, a course :'s examined every five years.
Measu.rement of this criterion is also based on developments
in the field.

In an event where major changes were taking

place in the field,

it is expected that this would result: in

course evaluation and revision.
Course materials are described as being examined every
four to five years by some and the requirement for
implementing changes is based upon consistently arising

difficulties.

Others suggest everyone to two years for

minor revisions and seven to eight years for major
revisions.

Revisions can arise from changes to textbooks,

developments in the field, or simply that a text is no
longer being published.

Overall, the data indicates that

although any negative input: from students is monitored. it
may be difficult to respond to student satisfaction input
quickly.

Criterion 4: Course Material - Presentation.

This

criterion is included in many course evaluation
questionnaires but refers primarily to those items included
as course study materials.

Criterion 5: Adequate Time To Complete Materials.

This

criterion is described as being monitored, however it is not
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viewed as a problem.

The expected completion time is set at

six months to complete a course. and even then it is
possible to get an extension.

This has been derived based

on the course loads and the special needs of distance
education students who typically are leading very full lives
and fittinq their educational efforts into busy schedules.
The opposing view of this criterion is the flexibility for

students to finish very quickly, such as within two months,
i f they so desire.

While this does not happen often the

flexibility is there for students who are motivated to take

advantage of the option.

Criterion 6: Comprehension.

This criterion is examined

on an ongoing basis in terms ot student success on quizzes.
However, in terms of student satisfaction major revisions
are often also based on recurring student responses to
questions on difficulty level.

Criterion 7: Appropriateness of Assigned Work.

This

criterion is addressed by students in terms of feedback
about assiqrunents during the course as well as on evaluation
questionnaires.

It is also examined in terms of measurinq

whether assigned work is a reflection ot the obj ecti ves and

is leading students to attain them.

The objectives are
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described as the yardstick against which assigned wock is
matched.

Criterion 8: Appropriateness of Learning Objectives.
This criterion is addressed in evaluation questionnaires
when students respond to whether they've used other
materials and comment on learninq materials in general.
addition, objectives are looked at. by some,

In

in terms of

whether they accurately reflect the course and difficulty
level.

Generally, lower level learning is required for

junior courses and higher level for more senior courses.

A

great deal of this type of assessment is done when designing

courses and it is expected that considerable comment would
be required for this criterion to be examined beyond the
course development process.

Criterion 9: Appropriateness of Grading.

Feedback

regarding the appropriateness of grading is gathered from
questionnaires, tutor and instructor feedback.

Although

precisely defining an indicator of success for this
criterion was described as difficult, two respondents did
provide estimates.

The first suqqested that 90% of the

students should be satisfied with the grading.

Another

suggested that if more than 15% of students COlMlent
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negatively on assignments or tests they should be examined

as a critical part of the course.

Criterion 10: Appropriateness of Audio-Visual Support.
This criterion is described as only being employed when it

can enhance the learning experience and can then be
evaluated for its contribution to a course.

for example,

audio-visual support has been employed in some courses to
provide scenarios or simulations to students.

Course Planning Factors
Standard 6: Courses are comprehensively planned and
based on established needs.

Criterion 1: Need for and utility of the course.

The

need for the course is described as being examined in terms
of both developments in the field and needs identified by

students.

InclUded are students needinq to complete proqram

requirements, and areas where there 1s high interest in a

Generally, the criterion is described as difficult.
Sometimes one can take a sample ot students and ask them if
they would be interested in a particular course, however
this is not oiten done.

Normally within the program a set
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number of courses are required.

Other universities offering

the program are sometimes examined in terms of their courses
and what is needed to get a benchmark.

Needs assessment is

informal.

Criterion 2: Economic Viability of the Course.

The

economic viability of a particular course is described as

difficult to ascertain.

Some respondents suggested numbers

at other universities are examined.

Overall, one mUSt

attempt to verify that 50 to 100 students would take a
course within a given year in order to justify developing
it.

However some courses are needed for a particular

program, despite numbers and economic viability.

Criterion 3: Validation of Course Materials Prior to

Use.

Field testing of some materials or courses is

conducted but every course does not undergo this process as
it would normally take a year to complete.

Upon completion

of field testing revisions are made. however.

most often

the field testing and revisions are completed only on a
particular topic rather than the entire course.

Field

testing is described as haVing been carried out consistently
at one time.

In this scenario. an individual would go

through materials unit by unit and try them out with
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students, \oj'ith :-evisions made as required.

However, this is

not often done now.

Swnmary

Overall, there is a great deal of course evaluation
being conducted.

Several respondents who had been at the

distance education institution for many years did suggest

that there was a Qreater focus on course evaluation in
earlier years.

At that time there were personnel who were

devoted full time to field testing and other evaluation

activities.

due to

The decline in evaluation activity is likely

budget restraints and personnel reductions and

reflects the current situation in many higher education
institutions.

In addition a small number of respondents

expressed concerns about the difficulty of trying to

implement timely changes based on the course evaluation
feedback. notinq that data collected and how it is used
varies from one context to the next within the institution.

Comprehensive Program Evaluation

Evaluation Type and Derivation of Standards
Comprehensive proqram evaluation at the distance
education institution was described as consistinq of both
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forraati·..e and summative evaluation.

The derivation of

standards. criteria and measurements are generally based
upon the issues which concern the stakeholder groups who are
a part of the evaluation process.

Furthermore, the

development of standards is described as the first order of
business when conductinq a comprehensive evaluation.

Comprehensive program evaluation, in general, is
described as being initiated both internally or externally

and can be based on a contract or in relation to a pilot
course to assess its implementation. The following narrative
discusses the criteria employed for comprehensive evaluation
in relation to those in the interview quide and

questionnaire, as well as additional criteria that were
described by respondents.

It is important to note that

these criteria are not all inclusive.

That is, others may

be employed in comprehensive program evaluation depending on
the situation and identified issues and concerns.

Attendance-Enrollment Factors

Course Completion.

This criterion is examined in

comprehensive evaluation and is described as being of
interest to the institution and the government.

It is

measured using a comparative weighted measure of the
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students in order to compare like with like.

For example,

students enrolled in similar courses are therefore compared
to each other.

Other measures described for this criterion

included a comparison of the completion rate for a program
to institutional averages as well as to resources expended.

Graduation Rates.

Employing graduation rates in

evaluation is described as difficult in distance education.
However, two measures have been employed.

The first is

described as a cohort measure where the number of students
in a program is examined in year one, year two and year
three.

This is examined in relation to an average which

could be 100 students in year one, seventy in year two and

fifty in year three.
be made.

Based an a comparison a judgment can

This measure, although common, is described as not

applying very well to distance education as students come in
and out of programs continuously, creating a situation where
there is no real dropout rate. The degree to which this
impacts on distance education was eVident in a recent study
of two universities.

The study indicated that approximately

eleven hundred of students enrolled in these two
universities graduated from programs using distance
education credits from this distance education institution
to complete program requirements.
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A second measure is termed as full time equivalent and

attempts to address the problem of measuring graduation
rates in distance education where students may only take so

many courses,

It consists of determining the number of full

time equivalent students at the institution and comparing
this to the number of students graduating within a year.

Equal Access.

This criterion is described as not being

a major concern overall when conducting comprehensive
evaluation because courses. programs and the institution as
a Whole, are designed to be open at a one hundred percent
level. This criterion can become an issue when evaluating
whether to use strategies such as seminar support.

It can

cost a lot and yet the only students who can use it are
already relatively advantaged because they are located in
major centers.

Factors such as this are an issue because,

although it is easier to enhance distance education in urban
areas, this is not really the mandate of the institution.

Cost Factors.
evaluation, the

In terms of examining cost in program

criterion employed primarily is the cost

per successful course completion.

It is described as a

major measure due to the influx of people in and out of
programs and the need to account for that factor.

Further
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measures of cost include a comparison of the cost per
successful course completion to both the resources and
support expended.

Measures of cost can be made through

comparison across courses, programs or to other institutions
depending on the needs identified by the stakeholders and

evaluator for a particular evaluation.

Learning Factors

Course Aimed At The Learners' Level.

This criterion is

described as being examined occasionally in program
evaluation when it is warranted.

Measurement is described

as examining student progress and feedback in courses.

Information to evaluate this criterion is drawn from
instructor, university/stakeholder feedback, and perhaps

even more heavily from the research literature.

Test and Exam Scores.

The quantity of learning is

examined in program evaluation and refers to criterion based
testing which is employed for distance education at this
institution. Evaluating this criterion involves examining
pass rates, and this is an indicator that is continuously
assessed.

Generally, in distance education, students tend

to drop out rather than to skip exams or to write when
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inadequately prepared. as opposed to conventi.onal
universities.

Therefore, the pass rate of those sitting

exams is described as quite high. at approximately 96%. The
average grade is also high and is estimated at 75%, with

little standard deviation from the norm.

This is attributed

to the fact that distance education evaluation is similar to

mastery learning, in that students must complete all

requirements to pass a course.

Therefore this indicator is

described as being poor, however it is lllOnitored and it

major deviations would be noted if they occurred.

Student Employment After Graduating.

This criterion is

described as being examined specifically from time to time.

Measurement of this criterion consists primarily of a
comparison of the employment of graduates of this
institution to that ot' other institutions' graduates.

The

derivation of a specific comparative measure is based on the
evaluation in question as well as research literature on
this type of

c~iterion.

Student Acceptance to Graduate School.

Student

acceptance to graduate school is examined occasionally and
is compared with graduates from other institutions.
However, there is difficulty with this criterion. It is
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estimated that roughly t ....enty-five percent of graduates
apply to graduate school.

A. description ....as provided of

twenty-eight graduates from the distance education
institution who had recently applied to graduate schools.

Of the twenty-eight. twenty were accepted, two were waiting
and six were not accepted but they were trying to gain entry
in oversubscribed programs with high rejection rates.
Therefore it is very difficult to indicate a level, across

all proqraJll5, as to what is acceptable.

'There are so many

factors that come into play, such as the program applied to

and who happens to apply in a given year, that this

criterion is difficult to specify in terms of a precise

measure of success.

Development of Individual Learning Skills.

As a

specific criterion the development of individual learning
skills is not really examined.

More commonly, this type of

issue may be examined in terms of English lanquage
proticiency and student stUdy" skills. Information on these
factors is acquired through open ended questions in
evaluations which focus on things such as difficulty.

It is

indicated that in their responses, some students will admit
to requiring pacing as provided in a regular classroom
rather than a self-paced environment.

It is suggested that
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if a high dropout rate exists for a course in a particular

program,

it is evidence that the method employed for

instruction is inappropriate.

As courses are highly print

based, a high literacy rate is described as necessary.

Support factors

Technical Access.

Technical access to telephones,

computers or televisions is described as being available to

students, nowever most do not have any requirement to use
these technologies to complete courses. Those that do
require access to computers and telephones consist
primarily of students studying computer science and distance
education, because these students are pursuing studies in
which technology is integrated within the discipline.

The

level required for access on the part of students is one
hundred percent.

This is described as not really an

evaluation issue, as it is prOVided for in the university
policy.

Organizational Support.

Organizational support is

examined in evaluations at this institution and is described
as encompassing support components such the registry,
computer help desk and tutor support.

These factors are
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raced by students as part of evaluation.

However

difficulties with these measure are addressed in terms of
how one can interpret eighty percent of students providing

posi ti ve responses about. support and another twenty percent
responding negatively.

This difficulty of interpretation is

attributed to the differential use of support by students.

Some students use the support services infrequently but say
it is very good. while others may have a tendency to give

answers that they think the institution wants.
As

the current measures do not indicate what problems

exist very well, a new approach is described as being under
development. This new approach consists of developing an

Office of the OIDbudsman to provide a forum for quiclc action
when students have problems.

It is expected that, throuqh

this means. the nwnber ot calls and the problems identified
can be traclced and thus provide a more concrete

performance

measure to quide changes and improvements.

Tutorial Feedbaclc and Timing.

This criterion may be

examined in terms of turn-around time. The measure ot
success for this criterion is five workinq days in and out,
and is based on university policy. For evaluations it can be
easily measured for exams, as trackinq ot exams is
computerized.

Measurement of this criterion is described as
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much more difficult for assiqr.ment.s and feedback between

tutors and students.

Student Saeisfaction Factors
Measures of student satisfaction employed for
evaluation are described as consisting priDlarily of student
responses to questions about the academic or instructional
quality of courses.

This often entails having students

respond using rating scales about various course components.
In comprehensive evaluation the criteria are described
as stakeholder-based and are derived from all stakeholder

groups.

In relation to student satisfaction criteria, the

difficulty of setting an absolute level is attributed to the

fact that students do not operate within a closed
environment.

That is, students can have a variety of work

and family variables impacting on their situation. Overall,
when examining student satisfaction feedback on the criteria
used for a particular evaluation, it is the extremes that
are identified and analyzed to make judgments.

A few of

these criteria are addressed specifically.

Appropriateness of Learning Objectives" Grading.

The

development of learning objectives and their appropriateness
is described as being examined extensively. However, this
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occurs in phase three course development and is not really
addressed further as a summative evaluation question.

The

appropriateness of grading is also addressed in course
development and therefore has not been an issue for
summative evaluation.

Appropriateness of Audio-visual Support.

Audio-visual

support is described as applying only to a minority of
courses at this tiIlle.

Kowever, this type of support is

being examined more ext.ensively in language courses. and
therefore may be examined as an evaluation criterion within

that context.

Course Planning Factors

Course planning criteria. in general, are not examined
because the institution uses a course planning development

systelll.

For each course in development a phase three report

is written.

This normally consists of a sample lesson, a

course outline and a proposed student evaluation method.
This report is circulated to the faculty, tutors and
external academics, if required, for comment about the
proposed course.

Once circulation is complete, this report

is returned to the Dean who will then approve the course or

indicate what changes should tak.e place.

This formative
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evaluation process has two purposes.

It is intrinsic to the

quality control of course planning, and also serves as
method ot cOflllllunication to keep faculty informed of
developments within the institution.

A few evaluation

criteria are addressed under this heading.

Need For The Course.

The need for the course,

evaluation criterion is described as not having been
addressed.

However. it 1s pointed out that this criterion

should be looked at more extensively at the evaluation

level.

Currently, it is examined in the phase three course

development phase and, it is suggested by one respondent,
may consist of document collection, interviews and the
presentation of arquments.

Economic Viability of the Course.

This criterion, it

is suggested, is examined and can consist of some type of
cost measure.

It

is indicated that this criterion will be

intensely examined in the future in terms of whether a
course attracts a ranqe from 100 to 1000 students, because
of the realities of fiscal constraints.

As an institution,

it is possible to offer a finite number of courses, and it
should be considered that these courses must eventually be
revised, which incurs further costs.

Revisions in the past
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are described as occurring at one third of the courses per
year, because of

both manpower and budget constraints.

Cost of Materials and Development.

It is suggested

that the cost of materials and development is normally
addressed in the phase three course development report. In
this context it is examined in terms of the cost of student
manuals, texts, and the overall development of the course.
In terms of program evaluation the marketability of courses

is the issue that receives attention and examination.

Validation of Course Materials.

While the field

testing of courses was common in the 19705 and 19805 it is
described as occurrinq only occasionally now. When it does

take place it normally consists having four or five students
work through a new course.

However, it is suggested that

because validation is done so rarely, it would not be
considered as a criterion in program. evaluation.

Other Criteria
Other criteria were provided by respondents that have
been utilized for evaluation purposes.

Many are described

as outputs which have been employed to evaluate distance
education programs, and include criterion such as the cost
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per successful course completion per graduate, as ment.ioned
earlier.
Occupational development has been addressed by

anal yzing the jobs that students have obtained folloWing

graduation.

Bas@d on this information a comparative measure

against other programs offering the same knowledge and
skills is employed.

It is pointed out that this can be

difficult when someone is already working prior to course
completion.

A.s well, it is evident that there are not a

significant number of distance education institutions with

which to make these comparisons.
Another type of evaluation measure is conducted on a
year to year basis.

It is described as an internal

historical comparison which provides an indication of how

programs are doing.
Overall, there are different expectations for different
programs and this usually impacts on evaluation a.nd the
criteria and sta.ndards employed.

An example provided of one

evaluation indicated that the stakeholders' primary concern
was to see whether there was a rehabilitative effect
resulting from the distance learning.

This 1s not, it is

ascertained, a distance education inst.itutional indicator.
However it was part of the program evaluation because of
stakeholder input.

Another example prOVided was of a

II)

program where stakeholders wanted to see that the courses
and materials were adapted specifically to their culture.
Again, this is not necessarily a distance education

evaluation criterion in general, but enters into evaluations
through issues addressed by the stakeholders.
The mandate of the distance education institution is
described as providing quaIL ty education to those who

not normally have it.

would

However, in comprehensive program

evaluation, the criteria are elicited from all stakeholder
groups.

Often they will have conflicting expectations,

among- themselves and with the institution.

The process of

setting measures is described as being somewhat complicated,
as it is not easy to get everyone to aqree on them.

And in

the final analysis. it is the evaluator or the evaluation
team that must make a judgment call to determine standards
and criteria or other factors that the stakeholders cannot
aqree upon or fail to specify.

Performance Indicators
The implementation of a performance indicator system
within the distance education institution was addressed by a
variety of respondents. Performance indicators are expected
to affect evaluation by supersedinq comprehensive surnmative
evaluation to some extent, as they are very specific.

Also

1\4

the amount of resources required for conducting
comprehensive evaluation is a factor 1n moving to a

performance indicator system.
It is projected that the distance education institution
will develop performance indicators of their own, which will

be used to evaluate programs and the institution as a whole.
This is in addition to those that are government-mandated.
Comprehensive course evaluation,

it is suggested. will

probably only be done when demanded.

With a solid system of

indicators and sound management it is anticipated that
comprehensive evaluation will probably not be needed on a

routine basis.
Targets or measures that are set in this new system
will depend on the indicators. Clearly the budget will
provide one or more measures in the evaluation of programs.
In addition, it is expected that the graduate full time
equivalent (ie. the ratio of program graduates to full time
equivalent enrolments in programs) will be used as a
comparative target.

For a new program, it is anticipated

that interim and long term targets will be established so
that one can measure to what extent people are leaning
toward them and the degree of progression that is occurring.
Overall, targets will be set by the governing council and
the institution, since these are clearly the stakeholders.
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However, it is expected that targets will also be affected
by government input, as it is anticipated that they will use

this information to cancel or advance programs.
Assessing the contribution of distance education in
terms of access will still remain difficult.

While students

can be aslc.ed if there are barriers to conventional education
that make access to distance education essential for them,

this factor can vary from year to year.

As a result, one

cannot set a definitive target for this indicator. Although

courses at a distance are available to students who do have
barriers, this does not mean that they will enroll in them.
Therefore, in a qiven year. it is conceivable that most
students who take courses from the distance education
institution are centrally located and can access
conventional education.

The distance education institution

cannot control who decides to take advantaqe of the courses
offered.

Therefore, the requirement to provide access to

courses through distance education has to be based on
government mandate to provide quality education to those who
would not normally have it.

E'erformance Indicator Report
The Report on Performance Indicators, that impacts
specifically on this institution, outlines the development
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of indicators in various areas such as access. student
related indicators, community service, research, and fiscal
management.

Indicators have been developed by a task force

consisting of stakeholders from all institutions who are
affected.

As the indicators for access already exist in the

form of annual levels of full-time and part-time students,
this area was not further addressed.

It is essential to

note that these indicat.ors are under development and will be

refined and improved based on pilot phase results.

Therefore, this material provides a sense of the status of
performance indicators under development, but is not in any
way firmly adopted.

Student Related Indicators.

Student related indicators

which are under development for this distance education
institution include student satisfaction and student
persistence rates.

Because of the nature of distance

education many students do not graduate from programs.
Therefore the indicator of student satisfaction .may be
examined through annual surveys of active students.

In

addition, because access is a critical mandate of the
institution. surveys will also address the proportions of
students working full-time or part-time and attempt to
determine what. if any, barriers to conventional education
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exist that make them choose distance education.

Student persistence rates for the distance education

institution may be examined in terms of a ratio for student
progress.

The ratio compares the number of program

graduates to the number of

full time equivalent students

(ie. those students identified as full time within the
distance education context!.

Successful course completion

rates are also considered as relevant to student progress
and therefore may also be reported.

Research and Scholarly Performance Indicators.

The

indicators in this area apply to the distance education
institution as well as to other institutions.

Research may

be examined in terms of publications and other creative
work, publications without external sponsorship and federal
research rates.

The scope of

"scholarly peer-reviewed

publications and their creative and artistic equivalents
include journal publications, books, book chapters, creative
productions, contributions to conference proceedings,
dissertations <terminal degree programs), patents and
performances"

(pg. 16.).

A ratio may be employed to measure

this indicator and consists of dividing the "total peer
reviewed publications and other works by the total number of
full time equivalent academic staff" annually (p. 16.}.

It
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is SU9gested that this indicator be examined in combination
with data on citation indices and the impact of

publications.

However this indicator is not considered as a

reliable indicator for the humanities where monoqraphs play

a more critical role.
A similar ratio may be employed for publications
wi thout external sponsorship where the total number is

divided by the number ot full time equivalent staff

annually.

The scope of this indicator

is identical to that

in the first indicator except that in this case the work: has

not been sponsored externally.

Any worle funded externally,

by federal and prOVincial grantors or supporters are not
included.

Council success rates is another measure that may be
applied to the distance education institution in this area.
It is measured by dividing the total number of research
grants awarded by the three national research councils in a
period of three years by the average number of faculty
members, in that time frame, who are eligible to apply.

The

councils include the Medical Research Council, the Natural
Sciences and Engineering Research Council and the Social
Sciences and Humanities Research Council.
A final indicator for Research and Scholarly
Performance, specific to distance education, is under
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development fer inclusion in this area.

The focus of this

indicator will encompass the development of

distance

education systems, technologies and mUlti-media.

Cost Indicators.

Cost is addressed in terms of cost

per student, per year, per program, and cost per graduate,
per program.

indicators.

Cost per student has two associated

One examines the average cost on a per student,

per year basis for each undergraduate degree program.

The

second examines the average annual cost on a per student
basis for each master's and doctoral program in each
faculty.
The cost per graduate, per program is examined in terms
of the average total program cost per graduate, per program

for each undergraduate, master's and doctoral program.

How

these indicators will apply, if differently, to the distance
education institution based on the transfer of students in
and out, is not addressed.
A sample student survey consists of both open and
closed questions.

Students are asked to respond to ratinq

scales to evaluate services and facilities, learning
experiences, faculty experiences, courses within and outside
of their faculty and individual skills development.
Overall, this project is described as beinq at only the
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starting point of determining how to measure performance.

fUrthermore, the use and interpretation of performance
indicators is described as beinq complex and is therefore
treated very carefully.
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Analysis of Finding's

Course E;valuatlon
Based on the interview and questionnaire data, it is
evident that these criteria are applied primarily to course

evaluation by the respondents interviewed at the instructor
or departmental level.

It is important to note that two

respondents did indicate that some of the criteria are also

applicable to program evaluation, but overall course

evaluation was the norm..

Course evaluation encompasses a

range of evaluation approaches such as informal, ongoing and
course-end evaluation, to formative and sometimes more
formal summative course evaluation.

The data clearly

indicate that some form of course evaluation along this
continuum is being carried out by all respondents.

This is

further supported by the research of Crawford and McGuire
(1994) who document the collection ot course evaluation data
through student questionnaires, tutor records and student
performance records.

Crawford and McGuire (1994) note that

analyzing and applying the data is more difficult, and
discuss measures to address this problem.
While some sliQht differences exist from context to
context, or field of specialization, which may impact on
which criteria are used in a given situation, overall the
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criteria employed are stable.

For example, d criterion such

as course completion is examined by the majority of

respondents, while others such as student employment after
graduation is only observed informally.

Table 3 displays the criteria grouping, its associated
criteria and compiled data under the headings at: approach
employed. measurement employed, and the derivation of the
measurement.

It is evident that all criteria are addressed

with the exception of cost per student and the utility of

the course.

It would appear that one reason that cost per

student is not examined is the fact that all costs such as
books, computer disks, and the like are incorporated in the
tuition fee of the course.

The utility of the course was

described as strongly associated with the need and economic
viability criteria, and therefore is not included.
Several themes emerge from an analysis of the data.

In

tenns of evaluation approach, it is evident that criteria
fall loosely into two categories: those that are described
as observed and those that are evaluated.

Criteria that are

observed or monitored, however, do not appear to have
precise measurements associated with them at the course
level.

Even in the case where a measurement and an

indicator of success is stipulated, evaluation of the
criterion is described as tedious or difficult.

Observed
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criteria include st.udents taking future courses for

attendance/enrollment, student acceptance to graduate school
and employment after graduation in the learning area.
tutorial feedback and timing in the support area, and for

student satisfaction course material presentation,
appropriateness of audio-visual support and adequate time to

complete materials.

Informal monitor in; or tracking occurs,

as respondents do feel these criteria are still relevant
Of the remaining criteria. wblch fall into the

evaluated category, three themes emerge.

There are criteria

that are associated with precise measurements and measures
of success, those that are absolute or at the 100% level,
and those that appear to be analytical or evaluated
qualitatively.

Those criteria that provide precise measures

and indicators of success include: course completion, cost
per course, economic viability and several student
satisfaction criteria.
These student satisfaction criteria are evaluated based
on the percentage at positive student responses on
questionnaires. Respondents did provide precise measurements
of success for student satisfaction criteria.

It is also

noteworthy that for the course completion criterion, many
factors do impact on measurement.
all criteria.

This was not the case for

For many criteria, stating a precise measure
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or indicator of success was not deemed possible_

Table 3. Course and Depanmenlal Evaluation Procedures
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Table). Course and Departmental Evaluation Procedures (cont'd)
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Table3. Course and Departmental Evaluation Procedures (conl'd)
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Table J. Course and Departmental Evaluation Procedures (conl'd)
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The second cateqory are those criteria which are
evaluated and must be at the complete or one hundred percent

level of success.

These include equal access, self-

instructional materials, tutorial and orqanizational
support.

These crit.eria have an essential relationship to

the provision of learning within distance education.

Due to

the nature of distance education, the measures of success
for these criteria is at one hundred percent.

Criteria which appear to require analytical or
qualitative evaluation and do not provide precise indicators

of success are program qraduation rate. geared to the
learners' level, quality of learninq, development of
individual learninq skills, updatedness of course material,

appropriateness ot audio-visual support, need tor the course
and validation of course materials prior to use.
When examining the derivation ot measurement for
criteria, a variety of themes or categories can be drawn
trom the data.

Measurements are derived based on:

Comparisons or benchmarkinq both internally and
externally to similar disciplines at other
institutions. averaqes at other institutions.
averages within the institution. past exam scores
within the institution, and past feedback.
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b.

Factors internal to the institution which include
existing data, budget, program requirements, and

institutional measures, records, averages,
mandate, and policies.

Expertise such as literature, research, tools and
expert opinion.
d.

Stakeholder input which encompasses the personal
insight and feedback of advisory committees,

instructors, tutors, students, and employers
(occasionally) .

Overall. the derivation of a measurement of success for
criteria was based on more than a singular factor and often

crossed the boundaries of the four categories described
above.

The only exception are those criteria strongly

associated with indicators of success at the 100% level.
The measurement of those criteria is primarily derived from
university mandate.

However, although university mandate

appears to be a single source for the derivation of
measurement,

it is highly probable that i t is not.

It is

quite probable that measurements derived based on university
mandate, which are clearly entrenched in the system, have
been put in place based on a variety of factors.

These

would probably include distance education research,
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literature, and stakeholder input at the institution.
Therefore this derivation of the 100% level as a measure of

success likely crosses the boundaries of the four
categories, as does the derivation of measurement for the
other criteria
From the evaluation literature review, it is evident

that the derivation of standards is differentiated, by some

authors, based on the purpose of an evaluation.

The source

of standards for merit evaluations, identified in Guba and
Lincoln's (19Bl) naturalistic model, is some form of

expertise or similar expert pragrams.

That is, professional

opinion and literature serve as the source for deriving
standards for perfecting courses (formative) or determining
if they meet expert standards

(sUInlflative).

Merit is

distinguished from worth evaluations which focus on
stakeholder views to derive standards.

For a program under

development (formative) the values and needs of the local
situation are employed to determine if local needs are being
met. For a summative evaluation of a completed program, a
needs assessment of the local situation serves as the basis.
In addition Guba and Lincoln's (1981) naturalistic model
addresses program evaluation versus course evaluation.
A definition of what is meant by the local needs must
be addressed prior to applying this theory to distance
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education.

Normally the local needs are easy to detennine

within the local boundaries.

However, because distance

education meets the needs of students from dispersed and

sometimes isolated regions. the term local needs must be
interpreted to include those students. personnel and
stakeholders who are served by the institution, although
they are not wi thin a local boundary.

The notion of deriving standards for merit or worth

evaluations can be applied to the derivation of standards
data for course evaluation in this study, as is illustrated

in Table 4.

Categorization of the derivation of standards

according to this framework indicates that the majority of

the sources cited can be linked to either merit or worth
type of evaluations as described by Guba and Lincoln(l981}.
for many of the criteria the source of standards derivation
is linked to both merit and worth.

While standards derived

from university mandate or policy have been linked to worth
evaluations only, it is quite plausible that the policies
and mandates themselves may be based on literature and
expert opinion, which then relates back to merit.

It must

be recognized that Guba and Lincoln (1981) address the
derivation of standards for program evaluation and that the
purpose of the evaluation is quite well defined.

The data

here is primarily for course evaluation and the evaluation
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context is 7ery broad.

Perhaps if the purpose of the course

evaluation was clearly delineated, the data on standards

derivation may fall into the categories for merit and worth
as described by Guba and Lincoln (1981).

Only further

specific study in this area could confirm this.
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Table 4. Comparison of the Derivation OfCOUlSe Evaluation Standards 10 Models &
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"""c

Pastexpcrieooe

'rognm
Graduation

Existing data and
Wlivmity
~.

ComparisoDof

BueIiIlC$

Worth

~

Wonb&.Mcrit

c:oursecompletion
rates and progrllll
gnJduationrates.
(SeveralraaOJ'S

-'"
-impact)

StudenlsTaJting
FutureCoutses

a,-engeol'
SlUdentstaldl1l

.-.-

l\"",,~

~

University

University

"""'"s
_

""="
EquaJAceess

University
mandate.

Cost per Coune

-"'
Finaoce

'o>d",

ldutD 4

tate a

Traddng5llldc:Dts

""''''''''''''
"'Hour'YSalJoc:ated
forllllOCmarldng,

._-.u
-,",,~lopllJentor

_or

cuidc:5,copy-rilt.

""""""'"
Worth-University

Man<1ale(likcly
mcrittooj
Worth
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Table 4. Comparison of the Derivation of Course Evaluation Standards to Models &

Theory (con'd)
LEARNING
CRm:RIA

Gaud"
LeamersLeveI

DERIVATION
OF

COURSE
EVALUATION

MEASURE

MEASURE

Grade 12 or 13

&oc"""",,

readinglevd
No prior
knowledge

Baselines

Steering
Committee Input

-'.,

Fecdbackfrom

employers.

Pero::ntageis

Comparison of

"""','
e:<pemncewit/l

assign.ments.

-

courses over time.
Cornparisonlo

...

Qua!ityof

Merit & Worth

Fleishe

alUl'StSllVCrtime

'-"og

MERITI
WORTH

Readability Guide
The level of
srudenl$in

QuantilyL.earned
(tests & e.'(3I\l$)

QUALITY
MODELS

ru,,~

Criterion
rd'crcn«lesting

TIle number of

Application of
knowJoclge
Comprehension
Pnlblemsotving
Srudeotscores

,_

comparedlopaSl
Studentandlutor

SO"",,"
Ac:ceptancelO

Worth&' Merit

&oc"""",,

scomsamong

d.i$Ciplineor
overall average in
olhcrillst.ilutions.

trainee questions
Difficultyevidenl
Assignments

Baselines

exaDlSQ;lre5to

Comparison of

pcro:nlages
C"",,~

,""""'.

won>

Ba$clillC$

By references and
observal.ionomy

NlA

GradualcScbool
Studeot
Employment
After GmduatiOll

N/A

Byobservalion
Occasionally
some employer

NlA

NlA

Baselines
&oc"""",,

Mcrit&Worth

Customer

Won>

r"""",
Self-Instructional
Materials
~opmentof

~

Learning Skills

PauemsQVl:f
c:oun;c:s over lime.

Must beat 100%

Derivcdbascdon
1.he nced for
compJetcscJ[·
insuuctiooal
malcrialsin
diStanccleaming.

Comparison of
perfol'ttWlCelO
o=F_

l~l

fromtutot,

assigruncnlSand
questions.

,_

BascliDC$
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Table 4. Comparison ofthc Derivation of Course Evaluation Standards to Models &
Theory (con'd)
STUDENT

DERIVATION

SATlSFAcnON
CRm:RlA

0.

"'=11

MEASUR£

"""""~

""""""'"

ancI.otheffacton
.spcci6ctoa

aikrion.
Counc Material-

Es.senLial

PaslexpcriellCC

withoourses.
Literature&;
~h.

CouneMateria.l·

LntettSti.ng

r_
r__m r_
-- r_r_ .....
........
COURSE
EVALUATION
MEASUR£

QUALITY
MODEUi

MERITiWORTB

PositiYefClCd:JK:k
oaailerUlfiooll

"""""'"

Worth.l:Merit

Customer

Worth cl Mcrit

l"UlFof801o

95%ol5ltldents.

ExamillCdin

tcrmsofcourse

objectives.

&-

"""""- """"""""'' ' ' """""'"
....
ti_

Worth

iscliffiaJJ.tlO

pn;Mdecboioe

CouneMateriaJ •

Updatcdnc:ss

DcveIopmelUSin
tbe fielci Courses
OY1:rtime.

NegativeinpJt

a.._

Worth&Merit

fromstudenuis
monitored.

Courscrevisccl
every fout 10 five

&~"""""

l""'.

..........,.

CouneMaterial·

-

Adoqu;IteTtmelO

....""""",

Comprehension

"""""''"''''''- """""'"
""-

.....
"""' .........

~~

ofstudaus.'This
is university
policy.

SUJdemrcsponsc
an<lresullSon
quiw:sin
""""'~w

ti_

~

complcteac:oune
p1usuCXWlSion

,_.

iftt.quired.

perfonnanccand
srudcntrcsponsc.

""""""'

r_

Baselines

Cus:tom<:r

Worth

Worth

Worth
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Table 4. Comparison afthe Derivation ofCoune Evaluation Standards to Models &
Theory (con'd)
STUDENT
SATISFACTION

DERIVATION
OF MEASURE

CRITERIA
ApproprialenC$Sor
Assigned Wort

Approprialcnessol
Grading

Courses over

_on

Colllparisonto

time and Rudent

objectives.

tim<.

""""'-~
dunqc:ourscand

"",,,,,,-

-

question.oaift:S

NlA

S,_

Approprialtnesso£
Learning
Objcl::tives

EVALUATION

Sll.lde!lt~nse

overti.meand
oourseobjoctives

q"""""",,,,,

TworiaI"-'

MERIT!
WORTH

Customer

Wonh

c.._

Wonh

DERIVATION

0'
MEASURE
Univcrsitypolk.'y

-""

r_

--

""""'"

....""'"

r"""",

NeptiYe w:lenl

-"

-

0nIy ....1am il
fadlilales

Di.I!icultyJevel

NlA

a",,_

materialrefl«ls

objectives.
StudcDtresponse.

SUPPORT
CIUTERJA

QUALITY
MODELS

MEASURE

O"eftimeand

AppropriatCDt$1ol
Audio-VISUal

COURSE

COURSE
EVALUATION

NlA

Worth &. Meril
(itlcounc:
~elopmellt)

BascliDes

"""""""
QUALITY

MERITIWORTH

MODELS

MEASURE

I""'~
dwingti.l!le
spccificd -Judged

"""-

r_

Worth·UDiYasity
Mandale(litdy
merilloo)

Oom_

(-

complaints.

Tutorialfee:dback

Univcrsitypolicy

5 working days to
reo:iveandseIll1

Worth

."

& TilTling

track lluough post
nwb&.regislJy.

OrpnU.atiooal

S""'"

Universitypolk)'

-

100000monil0f/ld

-gh

~Dtsand

c..o_
r_

Worth but as is

policyillikelyalso

-"
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Table 4. Comparison of the Derivation ofCoursc Evaluation Standards to Models &
Theory (con'd)
COURSE

DERIVATION

COURSE

PLANNING

----

EVALUATION
MEASURE

CRlnRIA

""""''''

e-

OFMEASUR£

......... '"
""""-

Devdopmcnu in

-~ "'li<kL
Cowsc:5UCClCSSlt

Olbuinslituti0n5.

Economic
Viability

MERITI
WORTH

0 . . - .....

Merit4Wonh

""""""'"

Olbuinstitutioll5.

Budgets

Numbers to take

n:quiremcnts

_O~

""-

QUALITY
MODEL
MEASUUS

Baselines

Won>

theOClurse~l:l~

cstimatCOrsolO

IOOSllldents

""'"

lIkiG&tbec:owse
pet)'Qfrequiro:l.

ValidIlioool

Sta.keboIduiDput

""""......w.

&ptrtopinioll
Otbe£illSliruUons

prioclOuse.

_.

FlddleSling

'''''lyJ

E"'-"
"""""

Col1lparativelo

otbtrUniwrsities

"""'.......

Worth &. Merit

""""""'"

"""""ry

Committees

In this study, the source of standards derivation is

related to merit and worth, and often to both.

Techniques

employed for standards derivation can also be link.ed to the
quality models described by Carpezio and Moorehouse (19931
and Lewis and Smith (1994).

Carpezio and Moorehouse (1993) describe the development
of baselines as a source tor standards of excellence within
an institution.

The use of baselines is evident in course

evaluation within this institution, when measurements of a
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particular criterion are examined ove:- time and applied to a
course to judge its success.

This approach is employed for

many criteria in each broad area of attendance/enrollment,
learning, student satisfaction, support and course planning.
Benchmarking is a second measure described by Carpezio
and Moorehouse (1993).

It is employed when comparisons to

other similar institutions or departments within the
institutions are made for a particular criterion
The use of stakeholder or customer feedback in the
development of standards or indicators is addressed by Lewis
and Smith (1994).

This is evidenced, at this institution,

in the use student and tutor feedback 1n course evaluation.
A comparison of course evaluation at this institution
to performance indicators was not addressed as perfonnance
indicators are generally described as used at the
insti tutional or program level.

While stakeholders do play

a role in the derivation of course evaluation standards, the
approach is clearly not solely stakeholder based.

Indeed,

in the final analysis, the decision as to what standards and
criteria to employ is derived from many sources and may at
time rest with the professor.

The data suggest that

multiple sources are employed for the derivation of
standards and multiple measures, related to many models,
applied to distance education course evaluation at this
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institution.

comprehensive Proqram Evaluation
Comprehensive Program Evaluation is conducted at this
institution in response to internal or external demands or
requirements for the evaluation of a particular program.

This evaluation may be both formative or sununative in

nature.
The focus of the comprehensive proqram evaluation is
driven by the concerns and issues identified by the

stakeholders who are part of the evaluation process.

The

derivation of standards, criteria and measurements are
identified by Scriven (1991J as the arm of evaluation that
"collects, clarifies and verifies relevant values and

standards"

(p.5l.

The focus on the stakeholder that is

employed for comprehensive proqram evaluation relates
strongly to the approach advocated by Guba and Lincoln
(1981).

They state that "responsive evaluation produces

information that audiences want a.nd need" Ip.38).

The use

of a stakeholder approach to comprehensive program
evaluation is further supported by the analysis of
evaluation reports from this institution in the
docUlll.entation analysis section.
The criteria employed are a function of stakeholder
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issues and concerns.

Although not all

inclusiv~,

those

addressed as in use by respondents at this institution are
identified as important for distance education by Paul
(1990) and GooIer (1979).

Furthemore, the criteria

correspond to those at other distance education institutions
for program evaluation (Bartels, 1991; Ganor, 1991; Kaul.
1991; Woodley,I99!>.

The derivation of standards and criteria for
comprehensive program evaluation indicates that there is a

focus on precise measures and outputs versus inputs_

for

most criteria addressed, multiple measures have been applied
to evaluate how well the standard is being met.

Although a

stakeholder approach is employed in program evaluation, the
derivation of standards and criteria can be linked to both
Guba and Lincoln r s notion of merit and worth as well as
other quality models.

This relationship is illustrated in

Table 5.
The derivation of measurement for program evaluation
criteria at this institution can be related to Guba and
Lincoln's (1981) notion of using stakeholder information
needs and views to derive worth standards and using
professional literature and expert opinion as the source of
merit standards.

Standards for particular criteria can be

related to both merit and worth, and for many criteria
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multiple measures relatinq to both source types are applied.

Table S. Comprehensive Program Evaluation Procedures
ATI'ENDANCI:ENROLLMENT
CRm:RlA

c_
Completion

PROGRAM

EVALDAnON

MEAS11RE
Comparative
weighledmeasure
10 Sludents in

QUAUTY
MODEL
MEASURES

PERFORMANCE

COMPARISON

INDICATOR
MEASURES

roMERIT

Baselines

WUR11I
Wonh·
Stakeholder

_.-J

Comparison 01

"""""""

COlllpleOOnl'lltelO
imtitutioGal

.......
"""""
=~."-

Comparisooof
comp!etion rate to

........

Graduationlbte

.,-

e:-._

FuUtime

-~
""""'"

""""'"

.""""''''"''''''''
'"

Wonh·

SWd>oI""

paduatiDiptt

Equal AClXU

""

Only examined in

Wonh-

tennsofwhether
to employ things
liUscmiDar

Stakebolder&
MeriHilerature,
expertopitlion

m_
(1UIiven:it)'

mandate)

C""",
C_

C"""",-

C""'"

"""""''''"'''
""''''
"""""''''"'''
completion

_

Comparison of

....

m_ _
oomplctiooto

Wonh-

SlUebolder
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Table 5. Comprehensive Program Evaluation Procedures (con'd)
LEARNING

PROGRAM

QUALITY

PEilFORMANCE

COMPARJSON

CRm:RlA

EVALUATION

MODEL

INDICATOR

TOMl:RIT&.

MEASURE

MEASURES

MEASURES

"""",.

Lcarnl:nI..eve1

fecdbackon
Worth·

"""'"
(deriYedfrolll
litef3lwellld

...

Quantity&.
Qualityl..eamed

,

&"""">

""""""",.

Graduate School

"""",

Empioym<o,

AflctGl3duation

Slakeholder

"""""""'>
TestaDdcxam

""'"
pa$rates{oC

B."Ii""

Worth·

5","""",,'

tho:scsitting

."""-

aV!"'%%)&Ild

(avg-7S%)

"""",

WORTH
Merit-Literature

Student progress

Co_~

graduatestiorn
otherinslitutions

.... .

ComparisoAot
~

ClIlploymcotfrom
Olbc:rinsliluti005

-.......
_.......

Worth·
Slakdlolder&
Mentilothcr
instilutionis
(XInsideredan

_e

""'"

Worth·
SlakeboldeT&
MerilifOlher
i.lIstif1l.tionis

""'"
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Table S. Comprehensive Program Evaluation Procedures (con'd)
SUPPORT
CRITERIA

QUALITY
MODEL
MEASURES

PERFORMANCE
INDICATOR

MEASURE

MEASURES

COMPA.RlSON
TOMIRIT&
WORTH

Organiulional

StuOeDlratings

C"to_

Suppon

of:regisUy.

interview&.

..,.,.

Stakcbolder

a>mp<U~-'
and QIlOf IUppott

""""""""""

PROGRAM

EVALUATION

Newapprl)llCb:

Annualstudenl

WQnh·

OmI>udmw>f

"""''''''''''''of
calls and number
of problems

Tutorial

""""'"

.lTiming

...... """'"

Fiveworltingdays
thmugh c.onlpUter

"""""

(ltWIdalC)

STUOENT
SATlSPAcnON
CRITERIA

PROGRAM
EVALUATION
MEASURE

Varies from
cva.luatiooto

S"""'"

--

Development of
......... of
servioethalis

COMPAIUSON

INDICATOR

TOMIRIT&

MEASURES

WORTH

""""""

..,.,.

Wonh·

Interview.!

..,.,.

W",",·
Slakebolder

"""""" ..,.,.
""""r_

"""""'"

Look"""""'"

-~

""",,-

""""''''''

""""-

ApproprialCDC5Sof

""",

""""'"

PERFORMANCE

ApprtlprialenCSSoC
Gradil13

extensiYClyin
coursedcsign

...

QUALITY
MODEL
MEASURES

"""""'"

ratiDgQk$

Wonh·

Stakeholder&:.
Merit· Literature

illtervicw.l

""""r""""",

Annualaudent

Annual.udall

"""""""

Only wben IISCd

~VISUaI

-'"
"""""

Lcamina
Objc:c1ives

Extensivdyin
course design

AnnualSludcnt

i1uCJView.t.

Wonh-
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Table s. Comprehensive Program Evaluation Procedures (con'd)
COURSE

PLANNING
CRlT£RlA

P£RFORMAl'CCI

PROGRAM
EVALUATION

QUAUTY
MODEL

lNDICATOR

MEASURE

MEASURES

MEASURES

COMPARlSON
TO MERIT &
WORTH

.......

HasQOlbccn

extensively

o.xwn."

wllc:ction
Interviews
PresenlatioooC

"""""'"

Numbcrslolake

""""""~
-.
Martetabililyof

""""""
01ll£R

Illtema.lHistolical
M=ue

PROGRAM
EVALUATION

QUAUTY

PERFORMANCE

MODEL

INDICATOR

MEASURE

MEASURES

MEASURES

Contparisonof

""""",,"

...."'"

DatafrecotdsOYef
tim<

COMPARISON
TOMERIT&
WORTH

Meril and Wonll

from yeat 10 year

The use of a stakeholder approach and multiple measures
to derive standards for proqram. evaluation at this
institution can also be related to quality models.
relationship is illustrated in Table 5.

This

Tannock (1992)

expounds on the development of quality system standards and
addresses not only academic but also support and
organizational components which may be examined to assess a
program.

His views are particularly applicable to distance
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education where support and organizational factors are
considered important.
As well, Tannock (19921 advocates using inputs from

other institutions, associations and business to help
address these points.

This notion of benchmarking is also

advocated by Capezio and Moorehouse (l993) _

Although

benchmarking is employed in comprehensive program evaluation
at this institution.

it is described as difficult because

there is a lack of comparable distance education
institutions.

Therefore internal comparisons are often

made, or baselines employed which look at current or past
activity to derive a standard.

The use of baselines is also

advocated by Capezlo and Moorehouse (1993) in total quality
management lDOdels.
An approach which focuses on the internal and external

customers is employed 1n both of these models and relates
heavily to the overall stakeholder approach employed at this
institution.

This stakeholder or customer approach is also

advocated by Lewis and Smith (1994) in applying a total
quality management system to higher education.
that the measurement of output is critical.

They contend

The use of

measurements of output, advocated by Lewis and Smith (1994),
is evident at this institution in terms of performance on
exams. quizzes, assignments and pass rates.
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A final comparison is made from standards derivation at
this institution to the development of performance

indicators and their standards or indicators of success.
The development of some indicators do correspond or relate
to those derived and applied in comprehensive program
evaluation at this institution.

These include the use of

student persistence rates, cost factors, and student surveys
of organizational, support and otner stUdent satisfaction

criteria.

Adams (1991) also advocates a stakeholder

approach to the use of performance indicators to measure
effectiveness and efficiency in higher education.

Sutnmary

The use of various types of measurements for

criteria indicates that many models or frameworks of
evaluation impact on the comprehensive evaluation conducted
at this institution.

The impact of strategies other than

those relating directly to Guba and Lincoln's elaboration of
responsive evaluation is further evidenced in that, at this
institution, it is the evaluator or the evaluation team that
is the judge for the standards, criteria and measurements
that are employed.

This approach is more in keepinq with

the practical model outlined by Kennedy (1994] for the
development of standards, criteria, and measurements for
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comprehensive evaluation.

Kennedy's (1994) approach employs

multiple sources to derive standards for distance educat.ion
program evaluation which include stak.eholder issues,

all

documentation sources and related literature and research in
the area.

Although Kennedy's (1994) approach advocates the

ratification of standards and criteria by all audience

groups, it is the evaluator or evaluation team who
ultimately decides which criteria and standards are
employed.
Analysis of the findings suggests that while there is a
strong relationship between practical and theoretical

program evaluation, no single theory of evaluation is
applied ....hen conducting evaluation at this institution.
This may be related to the Illany difficulties and variations
from situation to situation which are encountered when
applying evaluation theory in an actual program or
institutional setting.

While theoretical frameworks ot

evaluation, such as Guba and Lincoln's {l9811, may have
great impact on th.e evaluation approach.

employed, a single

theory may not be able to address the needs of every
evaluation situation.

Therefore mUltiple sources, from both

practical models and from theory, may be employed in the
derivation and application of program evaluation standards.
Analysis ot the findings of this study suggests that this is
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the case for distance education proqram evaluation at this
institution.
The advent of the l'erformance Indicator Syst.em appears

to be in response to the difficulty of conducting

comprehensive program evaluation in a time of personnel and
budget restraints, as well as, increased demands for
accountability.

Indicators addressed as being developed for

use at this institution relate to those outlined. by

Adams

(19931 as useful for proqra!D evaluation .

The application of performance indicators is partially
mandated by government which forms part of the stakeholder

group.

Those indicators under development that are in

addition to those required by government mandate, attempt to
provide a more comprehensive indicator system for evaluation
at this institution, and will attempt to meet the need for
evaluation in a time of limited resources.

This 5ug:gests

that. in the future, performance indicators may act as a
stimulus for comprehensive program evaluation when there is
evidence of serious problems in a particular proqram.
Whether this will result in the reduction of the need for,
or amount of comprehensive program evaluation conducted
overall, remains to be seen.

As performance indicators are

not the focus of this study. the impact of this system on
this distance education institution is not addressed in
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depth.

Further analysis would require specific research in

this area and is beyond the scope of this study.
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Chapter Five
Conclusions and RecOllllbendations

SUIIIlIIary

This study explored the program evaluation methods
employed at one distance education institution, focusing in

particular on the derivation and application of standards
within the evaluation process.

Us1ng an interpretive case

study approach. with the institution as the case, the

researcher "gathered as much information as possible with
the intent of interpreting or theoriZing about the
phenomenon" (Merriam, 1988, p. 128).
Through questionnaires, interviews and the review of

institutional documents the researcher was able to ascertain
what the institution used as standard5 and criteria in both

course and program evaluation, and the derivation of these
standards and criteria, as well as sources of data and
measurement.
The data indicate that no one approach to the setting
and use of standards and criteria is followed.

Rather,

input from stakeholders, the development of performance
indicators by departments, university policy. use of
baseline data, and comparative data from the literature and
other institutions all contribute to the derivation of
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standards and their specific criteria.

Conclusions

Course Evaluation
Analysis of the t'indinqs indicate that distance

education course evaluation is conducted routinely at this
institut.ion.
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rinding is supported by the documentation

analysis of student questionnaires.

Criteria which are

observed are not associated with precise measurements, while
those described as evaluated fall into three categories.
They incllJde criteria that are associated with precise
measurements, those that have a minimum standard of one
hundred percent, and those that require analytical or
qualitative assessment.
The derivation of standards and criteria for distance
education course evaluation is based on comparisons or
benchmarking, factors such as data internal to the
university, sources ot expertise and stakeholder input.
Overall, the derivation ot standards ot success is based on
multiple sources which cross the boundaries of the four
areas described above.
The derivation ot standards tor distance education
course evaluation can be linked to the sources for merit and
worth program evaluation described by Guba and Lincoln
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Often criteria relate to both merit and ....orth

The use of sources such as baselines and
benchmarking to derive standards is evident and relates to
quality models described by Capezio and Moorehouse (1993).
As

well, the use of student and tutor feedback relates to

the use of customer feedback in the development of standards
described by Lewis and Smith (1994).

This suggests that there is a relationship between the

underpinnings of the standard setting process outlined in
theoretical and practical models.

Furthermore, the use of

multiple sources for standards derivation and multiple

measures for criteria is evident in distance education
course evaluation at this institution.

Comprehensive Program Evaluation
Analysis of the t'indings suggest that the derivation
and application of standards for distance education program
eva.luation at this institution is primarily sta.keholder
based.

This is further supported by the documentation

analysis of evaluation reports where stakeholder issues and
concerns are addressed.

Furthermore. the criteria

described, although not all-inclusive, are identified as
important for distance education,

and in use at other

distance education institutions, by several aut.hors.
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The stakeholder approach to the derivation of standards
at this institution relates strongly to Guba and Lincoln' 5
(1981) model of evaluation.

Standards for criteria can be

related to the sources identified for merit and worth

evaluations described by Guba and Lincoln (1981l.

The

stakeholder approach and sources in use such as
benchmarking, baselines and customer/stakeholder surveys at

this institution can also be related to quality models in
the literature.

This further supports the notion that a

relationship exists between the basic underpinnings of the

standard setting process across the theory and quality
models described in the literature.

While distance education program evaluation at this
institution is stronqly linked to theory (Guba and Lincoln,
1981j,the impact of strategies from other models is evident.
This suggests that multiple sources,

from both theoretical

and practical lllOdels are employed to derive and apply
distance education program evaluation standards.
Furthermore, despite the st.akeholder approach,

it. is the

evaluator or evaluation team who ultimately decides which
standards and criteria will be applied for evaluation at
this institution.

This relates strongly to the practical

model of standards derivation for distance education program
evalull.tion advocated by Kennedy (1994).

Althoug-h there is a

"4
significant relationship between theory and program

evaluation in practice at this institution, other sources
are drawn upon in the derivation and application of
standards to m.eet the requirements ot a given evaluation

context.

~erformance

Indicators

A final comparison indicates that the derivation of
selected performance indicators also correspond to those
employed for program evaluation at this institution.

However, the implementation of the performance indicat.or
system is still under development.

Therefore the impact of

performance indicators on distance education program
evaluation can only be determined through future research.

Recommendations
This study has prOVided baseline data on the derivation
and application of course and program evaluation standards
employed at one distance education institution.
Furthermore,

the comprehensive program evaluation conducted

relates heavily to the evaluation theory described by Guba
and Lincoln (1981) and is also linked to standards
derivation in quality assurance and practical evaluation
models.

This suggests that both theoretical and practical
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lllOdels are employed as a basis for standards derivation at
this institution and that the basic underpinnings of the

standard settine; process may be related across models.
Further study of the derivation and application of
standards in distance education evaluation will indicate
whether the approaches employed at this institution pertains

to distance education

institutions in general.

further

study may provide insight into the relationship between the
application and derivation of standards across models and in
terms of how theory and practical models apply to distance
education evaluation in practice.

It is recommended that

this study be replicated at similar distance education
institutions outside

ot Canada.

In the process of data collection and analysis at this
institution, it was determined that many of the indicators
or criteria were vaque and considered difficult to measure.
However there is little point in setting standards if
measures to enable judgements regarding those standards are
imprecise.

It is recommended that a study, or series of

stUdies, be undertaken to establish precise measures or
indicators for a comprehensive set of course and program
evaluation standards in distance education.
With the emergence of technology and greater demands
for distance education in both industry and higher
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education,

further study of distance education program

evaluation is warranted.

Specifically, in this period of

resource restraints and program cuts, the requirement to
ensure education is at its best leads one to question how we

are to conduct comprehensive program evaluation in the
future.

As decisions often rest on the results of

evaluations, how standards

are derived and applied in this

process is critical to ensuring the validity of the
findings.

It is suggested that the scrutiny of the

derivation and application and standards is warranted not
only in distance education evaluation but in the evaluation
of educational programs in general.

It is only through

further study in this area, that one can attempt to
ascertain if the premises that our judgements rest upon are
reliable and valid.

It

is recommended that similar studies

be undertaken to explore evaluation standards and criteria
in conventional institutions.

,,,
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APPENDIX A
DATA COLLECI10N INSTRUMENTS
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Evaluation Areas and CriterialIndicaton Inten'iew Guide

Areas &
Criteria
Attendance
Enrollmenl
Crileria:
completion

taking future
courses
equal access

CostCn.eria:
per student

per course

Utilization

Evaluation
Type

Measurement

Derivation

169

Meu&

Criteria
u.arniDg
Criteria:

geared 10
leamers'Jevd
quantity
learned: tests
& oxanu

quality learned:
test,e::wn&

iMuuct'"
feedback
graduate future

job or
education
individual

leamingslcills
developed

..winstructional:

self evaluation
opportunity

Utilization

EvaluatioD
Type

'70

Area.s&

Criteri2
Support
Criteria:

TechnicaJ
access &
availability
Support from:
organizational
structure
functions

tutorial
support,

r_&
timing

Utila..tion

Evaluation

Type

t7t

Areas &
Criteria

Student
Satisfaction
Criteria:
Course
material:

interesting
essential
updated

adequate time
comprehension
presentation
Appropriateness
of:
assigned work

learning
objectives

grading
audio-visual
support

Uti.lization

Evaluation
Type

Measurement

Derivation

172

A .... &
Criteria

Course
Piaoninl
Criteri2:

need for the
utility of the
"",no

Economic
viability'

cost or
materials&.
development

validation of
"",no
n\aterialsprior
lOUse

Utilization

Evaluation
Typ<

MeuuremenC

Derivation

l1J

QUESTIONNAIRE

174
INSTRUCTIONS

The following instructions apply to the questionnaire attached. Therefore, this page can be
removed for easy reference. listed in the questionnaire is a compilation ofevaluation criteria,
drawn from research literawre. which are employed in distance education coone and program
evaluation. (All of them mayor may not apply to evaluation conducted allhis institution..) For
tub enterioD pleue indicate a response to the raDowia. quatioas ia the c::olumn provided:

Column 1:

Do you employ this criterion when conducting any (onn of course or
program evaluation? Indicate A or B.

Column Z:

ffyes, what type of evaluation do you use this criterion for?
Indicate A, B, C or D.

a) Yes

b) No (lfoo, please begin the next criteria.)

a) formal sumrnative evaluation
b) formal formative evaluation
c) informal evaluationfmonitoring
d) other (please specify in the oommenU section)

ColulDa 3:

What is an indication that a course or program is doing weU in terms of this
criterion? (i.e. How do you measure that this criterion has been successfully

Column 4:

Where does this measurement come from? (How was it derived?)
lndicate A, B. C. 0 or E. Is it based on?

met?)

a) stakeholder group input
b) university mandate
c) experience with courses
d) research literature
e) other (please specify in the comments section)

To ensure that the intent ofthe questions are fuUy understood an example of
completed responses, about a selected criterion, is provided below.

17S

Please indicate which of the following typeS of evaluation you conduct primarily in

your field of spec:ialization by circling a response.
a) program evaluation
c) other (please specify below)

b) course evaluation

Below and on the following pages each evaluation criterion has been listed with a
fOUf column response table (as in the example on the prcv;ous page). Additional :.pace has
also been provided below each response table if you wish to elaborate or comment funher
00 the criterion. Remember to refer to the page oflnstructions., ifrequired, whea
completing a response table.

Criterion: STUDENT COURSE COMPLETION
USED?

TYPE?

WHAT IS THE MEASURE OF SUCCESS FOR TInS

CIUTBOON'I

HOW DERIVED?
BASED ON
WHATI

"""""""'-------------------

Criterion: STIJDENTS T AKJNG FUTURE COURSES
USED?
TYPE7 WHAT IS mE MEASURE OF SUCCESS FOR THIS

HOW DERIVED?

BASED ON

CRfTERIQN7

WHAT?

CommeOlS:

_

COST CRITERIA
Criterion" COST PER STUDENT
USED? TYPE' WHAT IS nre MEASURE OF SUCCESS FOR
TInS CRITERION?

Comrnents:

HOW DERIVED?
BASED ON WHA17

_

Criterion: COST PER COURSE
USED?

TYPE'?

WHAT IS THE MEASURE OF SUCCESS fOR
nuSCJlIIElION?

Commenl$:

HOWDERlVED1

BASED ON WHATI

_

LEARNING CRmRIA
Criterion: COURSE AIMED AT TIlE LEARNER'S LEVEL
USED?

Comm<n~

TYPE?

WHAT IS THE MEASURE OF SUCCESS FOR

nus CRITERION?

HOW DERIVED?
BASED ON WHAT?

_
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Criterion: COURSE TEST AND EXAM SCORES
USED? TYPE? WHAT IS lliE MEASURE Of SUCCESS FOR
TIlISCR.IlERION1

HOW DERIVED1
BASED ON WHAT?

Comments:

_

Criterion: lNDEPENDEN'f LEARNING SKILLS DEVELOPED
USED?

Commcnts:

TYPE?

WHAT IS lHE MEASURE OF SUCCESS FOR

HOW DERIVED?

TIllS CRJTERION1

BASED ON WHATI

_
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Criterion: STUDENf EMPLOYMENf AFfER GRADUATING
USED'?

TYPE?

WHAT IS TIlE MEASURE Of SUCCESS fOR

nus CRITERION?

HOW DER.IVED'?
BASED ON WHATI

Criterion: NUMBER OF STUDENTS ACCEPTED TO GRADUAlE SCHOOL
USED?

COllUlleQlS:

lYPE1

WHAT lS TIlE MEASlJREOf SUCCESS FOR

nus CRITERION?

HOWDEIlIVID?
BASED ON WHAT7

_

..

,
Criterion: OUALITY OF LEARNING
USED?

TYPE?

WHAT IS 1lffi MEASURE OF SUCCESS FOR
nuSCRITERlON?

HOW DERlVED?

BASED ON WHAT?

COrruneOl$:

_

SupPORT CRITERIA
Criterion: ORGANlZATlONAU ADMINISTRATIVE SUPPORT
USED?

COmments:'

TYPE?

WHAT lS 1lIE MEASURE OF SUCCESS FOR
nus ClUTERlON?

HOW DEIUVEI>?
BASED ON WHAT?

_

lSI

Criterion: nrrORIAL SUPPORT
USED?

TYPE?

WHAT IS TIlE MEASURE OF SUCCESS FOR

nus CRITERION?

HOW DERIVED?
BASED ON WHAT?

_

eo~~

Criterion' nrrORIAL FEEDBACK
USED?

eo".",,,,,,

TYPE?

WHAT IS THE MEASURE OF SUCCESS FOR
THIS CRnEIUON?

HOW DERIVED?
BASED ON WHAT?

_
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Criterion: 'TIMD"lG OF FEEDBACK
USED?

TYPE?

WHAT 15 THE MEASURE OF SUCCESS FOR
llDS CRf1'ERION?

HOW DERIVED?
BASED ON WHAT?

c''''''''''''',

_

Criterion: LIBRARY SUPPORT
USED
?

TYPE
?

WHAT IS THE MEASURE OF SUCCESS FOR nos

HOW DElUVED? BASED

ClUTERJON?

ON WHAT?

!8'
STUDENT SATISFACTION' CRIlJRlA

Criterion: STIJDENT INTEREST IN COURSE MATERIAL
USED?

TYPE?

WHAT IS THE MEASURE OF SUCCESS FOR
nnsCR.JTERJON7

HOW DERIVED?
BASED ON WHATi'

ComtllelllS:

_

Criterion" UP TO DATE COURSE MATERIAL
USED?

COIl1.ll1elllS:.

TYPE?

WHAT IS 1liE MEASURE OF SUCCESS FOR
1HIS CRITERION?

HOW DERIVED?
BASED ON WHATi'

_

,...
Criterion: PRESENTATION OF COURSE MATERIALS
USED?

TYPE'?

WHAT IS TI{E MEASURE OF SUCCESS fOR

nos CRfIEIU0N7

Comments:

HOWDERNED?
BASED ON WHAT?

_

Criterion: COURSE MATERIALS • ESSENTIAL IN NATURE
USED?

COmmePl5:.

TYPE?

WHAT 15 11iE MEASURE OF SUCCESS FOR

nus CRITERJON?

HOW DERIVED?
BASED ON WHAT?

_

'"
Criterion" APPROPRJATENESS OF ASSIGNMENTS
USED?

TYPE?

WHAT IS mE MEASURE OF SUCCESS FOR

nus CRJTERION?

HOW DERIVED?

BASED ON WHAT?

Commcnl$:

_

Criterion: APPROPRIATENESS OF LEARNING OBJECTIVES
USED?

Commo>.,

TYPE
?

WHATISmEMEASUREOFSUCCESSFOR

nus CRITERION?

HOWDERlVED7
BASED ON WHAT?

_
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Criterion: APPROPRlATENESS OF GRADING
USED?

TYPE?

WHAT IS 1HE MEASURE OF SlkX:ESS FOR

ms CRITERION?

HOW DERIVED?
BASED ON WHAT?

Comments:

_

Criterion' APPROPRIATENESS OF ANY COURSE AUDIO-VISUAL SUPPORT
USED?

COmments:

TYPE?

WHAT IS 1HE MEASURE OF SUCCESS FOR

ms CRITERION?

HOW DERIVED?
BASED ON WHATI

_

'17

Criterion: ADEOUATE TIME TO COMPLETE COURSE MATERlAL
USED?

TYPE?

WHAT IS TIlE MEASURE Of SUCCESS FOR

nus CRITERION?

HOW DERlVED1
BASED ON WHAT?

Cornments:'

_

Criterion" COMPREHENSION OF MATERIALS
USED?

TYPE?

WHAT IS TIlE MEASURE OF SUCCESS FOR

nus CRITERION?

HOW DERIVED?
eASED ON WHAT?

"""""""'--------------------

COURSE PLANNING CRITERIA

Criterion: ECONOMIC VIABILITY OF THE COURSE
USED'.'

TYPE'.'

WHAT IS llIE MEASURE OF SUCCESS FOR
TInS CRITERION?

HOW DERIVED?
BASED ON WHAT?

Conunents:'

_

Criterion: FIELD TESTING OF COURSE MATERIALS
USED?

Conunents:

TYPE7

WHAT IS THE MEASURE OF SUCCESS FOR
TInS CRITERION?

HOW DERIVED?
BASED ON WHAT?

_

"'
Criterion NEED FOR THE COURSE
USED?

TYPE'?

WHAT IS THE MEASURE OF SUCCESS FOR

HOW DERIVED?

lHlS CRITERJON7

BASED ON WHAT?

Commen15:

_

Criterion: UTll.ITY OF THE COURSE
USED?

Coaunenl$;

TYPE?

WHAT IS THE MEASURE Of SUCCESS FOR

HOW DERIVED?

lHlS CRJTERJON?

BASED ON WHAT?

_
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Criterion: COST OF MATERIALS AND DEVELOPMENT
USED?

TYPE?

WHAT IS TIlE MEASURE OF SUCCESS FOR

TIllS CRITERION?

HQWOERIVED?
BASED ON WHAT?

Conunents:,

_

Criterion: LEVEL OF SELF-INSTRUCTION IN COURSE MATERIALS
USED?

Commenl$"

TYPE?

WHAT IS THE MEASURE OF SUCCESS FOR

nus CRITERION?

HOW DERIVED? BASED
ON WHAT?

_

191

Criterion: QUALITY OF TESTS AND EXAMS
USED?

TYPE?

WHAT IS 1HE MEASURE OF SUCCESS FOR
nnSCIUTERlON?

HOW DERIVED? BASED
ON WHAT?

Conuncnts:'

_

THANK YOU FOR PARTICIPATING lNTInS snJDYI
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APPENDIX B
CORRESPONDENCE

2736 Cyprus Ave. SW
calgary, AS

HE 7A2
Chairpef$Ol'1 Of the Ethics Review Committee

Oear_
I am I graduate stUdent in the Faculty of Education at MemOl111 University and I am
cummUy completing the theSiS portion Of the degree under the supervision of Dr. Mary Kennedy.
I plan to aIOdUd research at
to explore the eVlluation of distance
education programs. The focus of this study Is the derivation and application of standards in the
evaluation process and I will attempt to relale the findings to the evaluallon lilerature. I am
requesting your permission to examine documents and interview professlonal staff a t _

~fically,thisstudYwiliinvolve:theexaminatiOnOfevaluatiOndocumentationalKl

instrumenls; and, the conduct of seml·structured to unstructured Interviews with program
admlnistratorYcoordinatofS, instructional designers, program development learn members,
evaluation division personnel and coulSe instructors. This portion of the study is expected 10 be
complete in ten 10 fifteen worXlng days, depending on the availability of personnel and any other
limitations or unforeseen cil'CUmstaneas.
ParticipalJon In the study Is completely voluntary. Any indiv14ual wishing to withdraw
from the study may do so, without prejudice, at any time or may refrain from answering any
Questions that he or she prefers to omit. All information gathered In this study Is completely
confidential and at no time wOllndlVlduals be kJentifiecl. A casselte reeordef will be employed
duling interviews, with participants' knowtedge, in order to facilitate accuracy when analyzing
responses to QUestions. Upon request. any indMduars tape recording wilt be erased upon
completion of the study. Recordings are privy only to the immedIate researchers, Nl(iine
Flannigan-\fVheeler and Dr. Mary KeMmy. The research resutls will be availabte to participants,
upon request. in the form of a thesis report once the study is condlJded.
The researcher is not receiving any form of remuneration for this study. Furthefmore,
this study has received approval from the Fawlty Of Education's EthIcs Review Committee. If

~~ ~~~~:ms:=~ng::I:ro~=~:~~:~nce.

que::a~~i~me

])you have
and wish to speak with a resource person not associated with the study, please contad Or.
Patricia Canning, Associate Dean. Research and Development.
I woukl apPreCiate it if you could retum this s/'Ieet to me as soon IS possible. Thank you
for your coosideration or this request.

--I

Yours sincerely,

~{~r·/J.~
~iiiiiiii"'iiii§:;;gi'e.;p;lhe Chairperson of the Elhlcs Review Committee at
~

hereby give approval for the participation of professional staff and
examlnatlon of evaluation documentation in the study of distance education evaluation
underlaken by Nadine Flannlgan·Wheeler. I understand Ihal partfclpaUon is entirely voruntary
and that an I can withdraw permission al any time. All information is strictly confidential and no
inclividual will be identlfied.

Date

Signature

June 1, 1995
Ms. Nadine Flannigan-Wheeler
2736 Cyprus Ave. SW
Calgary, AS T3E 7A2
Dear Ms. Flannigan-Wheeler:
Th
Human Subjects Committee has approved your plan to
conduct the study entitled "The Application and Derivation of Standards in Distance
Education Program Evaluation.· The committee agreed that you plan meets our ethical
criteria for research utilizing human sUbjects. In conducting the study, please ensure
that you keep the completed consent forms on file for possible future reference by the
committee.

Sincerely,

Associate Professor

• • • •Acting Vice-President Academic

2736 Cyprus Ave. SW
Calgary:AB
T3E 7A2

To whom it

may concern.

I am a graduate student in the F2ClJ1ty of Erlucation at Memoriial UnlvelSity and I am

~:n~=:~~~:sportionOfthed,re~ou:~~=~~=~~~·:aan~KennedY.
education programs. The focus or this study Is the derivalion aoo application of standards In the
evaluaUonprocessand [will attemPt to relate the findings to the evatuatioo literature. lam
requesting your permission to Interview you<
Specifically, this study will involve: the examination of evaluation documentatlon and
inslnJments; and, the conduct of semi·Slruetured to unSlructured interviews with program
administratorslc:oon::linators. instructional designers, program development team members,
evaluation division personnel and course instructors. This portion of the study Is expected to be
mmplete in ten 10 filleen wor1dng days. One forty-five minute interview will be conducted and a
second fotJow.up interview of nlleen minutes duration may be required.
Participation in the study is completely volunlary. Any Individual wishing to withdraw
from the study may 00 so, without prejudice, at any time or may refrain from answering any
questIons that he or she prefers to omil. All inrormatlon gathered in this study is completely
confidential and at no time will indivldualsorthe institution be identified,Acassetlerecorderwill
be employed duril'lg interviews, with partIcipants' knowledge, in order to facilitate accuracy when
analyzing responses to questions. Upon request, any indlviduars tape recording will be erased
upon completion of the study. Recordings are plivy only to the immediate researchers, Nadine
F\IInnigan-Wheeler and Dr. Mary Kennedy. The researdl results will be avaDabte to participants.
upon request. in the fOlTl'l of a thesis report once the study is concluded.
The researcher is not receiving any form of remuneration for this study. Furthermore,
lhis study has receIVed approval from the Faculty of Education's Ethic5 Review Committee. If
you are willing to participate In this study plene sign below and relaln one copy for reference. If
you have questions at anytime and wish to speak with a reSOtJrce person not associated withthe
study, please contact Dr. Stephen Noms, AssocIate Dean, Research and Development.
I would appreciate 1I if you could return this Sheet to me as soon as possible. Thank you
for your consideration of this reqllesl.
Your.; sincerely,

~:. :I~~j'J-- M~.
I
hereby give my 3ppttlval to participate In the study of
distance education evaluation undertaken by Nadine Flannigan·lNheeler. I understand that

rsa~~~I~t~;n~Kl:~~i~II~~~I~~tl~~~:~~~:c an withdraw ,rmISS~la~a~~~~~~11inrormation

Date

Signature

34 SummerwindCres.
Napean. ON
K2G6G5

I am a graduate student in the Faculty of Education at Memorial University and I am
ree
of the d1
unde~~he~~::7~~~::ru~~~~~7d~;~:Y.

~:~t~:m~~e~:i~~e ~hs~~:::jon

educatlonprograms. The focus of this stu<ly Is the derivation and application of standards in the
evaluation process and I will allemptto relate the findings to the evaluation literature.
Speclfically, this study involves: Ihe examination of evaluation documentation ancl
instruments: and, Ihe conduct of semi-structured to unstructured Interviews with program
administrators/coordinators, instructional designers, program development learn members.
evaluatlondivlsion personnel and course Instructors.
Ouetotimeconstrainls.1 did not gel the opportunity to inlervlewyou in person.
However. you were recommended to me, as someone who can conlribute to this study. by your
colleagues thai I did Interview. Therefore. I am sending this questionnaire and hoping Ihat you
will lake the time to complete it. 11 may appear qulle detailed at first glance, but Is actually based
on rour recurring questions which will noltake lcog 10 answer once you get going. In addition.
writing has been minimized and most responses require that you simply write a letter.
Particlpation in the study is completely voluntary. Any Individual wishing to withdraw
from the study may do so, withOl.Jt prejudice, at any time or may refrain rrom answering any
questions Ihat he or she prefers 10 omil. All Information gathered in this study is completely
confidential and at no time will Individuals or the Institution be identlfied.. Completed
questionnaires are privy only to the immediate researcher Nadine Flannigan-Wheeler. The
research results will be available to partiCipants, upon request, in Ihe form of a thesis report once
the study is coocJuded.
The researcher Is not receiving any form of remuneration for this study. Furthermore,

~:~~:~ ~~~v~:t~~:~iroval from the Facult! ~~ ~~~~~oen~u;~::SR:tV~~;~~~~e~:~ to
speak wilh a resource person not associated with the study, please contact Or. Stephen Norris,
Assoclate Dean, Reseafch and Development.
I will rollow up with a phone call, in late August, to see if you have any questions about
the questionnaire. If you are on vacalion orwor1l,lng elsewhere at that time I will try 10 con\act
you at a later date. This does not pose a problem as the deadline for returning questionnaires is
November 1st.
Thank you for your consideration or this request. Enclosed is the questionnaire and a
stamped. self addressed envelope. I look forward to hearing from you.
Yours sincerely,

